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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Final message as your President
Jeff Halliday, WCW President

A

s I write my final President’s Message, it is already the
end of July. It is hard to think that by the time this is
published, I will have completed my year serving as
President of your board. And what a year it has been!
Although our plans were derailed significantly, your WCW
Board and staff still managed to accomplish some great things.
The resiliency of our association faced an unprecedented test
this year and our response validated the efforts of previous
boards, which had established a strong contingency plan and
healthy reserve. We undertook a strategic assessment of our
Board Governance, clarifying our nominations process for
future members of the executive committee. We saw active
participation in each of our Provincial Councils, and further
engaged with our Northern members. In fact, two members
of the current Board are from the North. Most importantly, we
found ways to stay connected to our colleagues in the water
industry, and maintain the critical training programs that we all
rely upon to help us excel in serving our communities.
When faced with the decision to cancel our 2020 conference,
an important question followed: What should we do about
our annual awards ceremony? After a very brief discussion,
the Board agreed that we could not miss the opportunity to
recognize the exceptional work done by our members and the
dedicated support of our amazing volunteers. Without these
members, our organization would not be as strong as it is.
Although we will not have the opportunity to present these

awards in person, the winners will be honoured in print in this
edition of the WCW magazine. In addition, we will make use
of our various social media channels to further highlight these
accomplishments. Congratulations to all the winners, and
thank you for all you have done to enhance our industry and
our association.
To our Board and staff, I genuinely value your support and
I am grateful for such a talented team during this ridiculous
year. We made some very hard decisions, which will leave a
lasting impression on WCW. I appreciate your hard work and
professionalism in thoroughly analyzing the issues to help
us make the best available and informed decisions for our
association. It has been an honour to work with all of you.
As I prepare to virtually pass the gavel, I look forward
to supporting our next President, Natalie Wilson, as she
guides WCW through a year of change to put us on the path
to recovery. She is a brilliant engineer and an enthusiastic
advocate for our industry. She will do an amazing job as
WCW President. Good luck, Natalie!
When my term as Past-President ends next year, I will be
entering uncharted territory as this will be the first year since
joining WCW that I have not served on a board for WCW,
or with one of our Constituent Organizations. However, as a
member-at-large, I will continue to advocate for our industry
and support the ideals of our association while continuing to
collaborate with all of you as we work together for water.

A Full Range of Instrumentation
For Your Water Flow Needs
When Accuracy is Critical!
• New Intrinsically Safe LaserFlow EX
• Non-Contact and Subsurface Measurement
• Wide Range of Flow Conditions
• Remote Communications
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1-877-479-4073
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www.nspawliuk.com

Call us today for a quote and more information
about our comprehensive list of services.

EDITORIAL

A public health challenge like no other
Bill Brant, Editor, Western Canada Water Magazine

T

he theme for this issue of WCW Magazine is Public
Health. When the Editorial Committee chose it,
our thoughts were certainly on COVID-19’s impact
on our water and wastewater sector, but we also
thought the topic was broad enough to cover other waterrelated public health issues.
We know that in the past half year, COVID-19 has become
the all-consuming issue dominating our lives and, of course,
the media. It is not surprising then to find that the worst
public health pandemic in a century is featured in this issue
of Western Canada Water.
Never before has WCW’s annual conference been
cancelled, let alone due to a public health crisis. Never
before have we faced anything that has disrupted our
personal and working lives so greatly. Never before, in our
lifetimes, has a single public health threat affected so many
western Canadians. As of the time of editing (August 24), the
statistics are sobering: Alberta (13,006 cases reported with
234 deaths); Saskatchewan (1,602/22); Manitoba (993/12); and
Northwest Territories (5/0). Only Nunavut has avoided any
recorded infections. Yes, the 1918-20 Spanish Flu pandemic
was worse, but none of our living WCW members will have
any personal memory of it. In any case, COVID-19 has only
been with us for about half a year.
We in western Canada have not been hit as hard as
(say) Ontario (41,507 cases and 2,795 deaths), or Quebec
(61,741/5,744). Looking further afield, the Canadian totals
(125,647/9,093) are eclipsed by those of the USA, which,
in the absence of any national strategy or presidential
political will to implement one, has suffered over 5.6 million
infected and nearly 175,000 deaths. Canadians should not
feel self-satisfied or complacent, because that is the first
step toward sliding back to where we were in the spring,
with rapidly accelerating rates of infection. As it is, the
rates of infection in Canada are increasing again, probably
because of complacency. While older people seemed most
affected during the early days of the pandemic, the recent
experience shows a higher proportion of younger people
are now being affected.
Manitoba provides a clear example of how things can
change. In the first 13 days of July, Manitoba recorded no
new cases and on one day (July 13) there were no active
cases, and no one in hospital with COVID-19. Every affected
patient had recovered, except for the few who had died
several months earlier. The border restrictions were lifted
at the beginning of July with the suspension of the previous
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14-day self-isolation requirement for travellers from western
Canada. Since then, there have been hundreds of new cases
with six currently in hospital, mostly traceable to people who
travelled from outside Manitoba during July.
On a personal level, I do not know anyone who has been
infected by COVID-19. That may in part reflect Manitoba’s
relatively lower infection rates. My own life has been mostly
impacted by the “lockdown” requirements, meaning working
from home during the 4½ months that WSP’s Winnipeg
offices have been closed. From mid-March to mid-June, we all
missed socialising with family and friends, shopping at most
retailers, attending business, religious and entertainment
events, and so on. In July, some of the original restrictions
were lifted and life was beginning to look more like what it
was before March. But in recent weeks, new rules are being
implemented with more communities and organisations
mandating the wearing of masks in public, following the
advice from public health officials and political leaders as they
address a recent surge in COVID-19 cases after a period when
“the curve was flattening”. It is not flat right now.
COVID-19 is not a waterborne disease, but it has impacted
WCW members in so many ways. Therefore, the articles in this
issue should be of interest. I hope and pray that we in western
Canada remain vigilant. Attention to personal hygiene,
physical distancing, wearing masks when in public places
and self-monitoring for possible symptoms, will help keep
us, our families, friends, co-workers and neighbours healthy.
Our mission to provide safe drinking water and effective
wastewater management depends on it.

Attention to personal
hygiene, physical distancing,
wearing masks when in
public places and selfmonitoring for possible
symptoms, will help
keep us, our families,
friends, co-workers and
neighbours healthy.

WSP—big, bold, ambitious thinking
that inspires and influences.
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ACROSS

DOWN

3. A gaseous hydrocarbon that occurs in natural gas and coal gas as a result of decaying
vegetation and other organic matter.
5. A mixture of methane and water that occurs in marine sediments and in
permafrost regions.
7. A type of plant with deep roots that gets its moisture from groundwater.
8. A selected group of materials used in filter devices to form barriers to the passage of
certain solids or molecules that are suspended or dissolved.
9. Structures added to the sides of the backwash trough to divert air bubbles away from
the edge of the backwash trough.
10. One of a series of regular, freely developing sinuous curves, bends, loops, turns or
windings in the course of a stream.
13. The ability of a membrane to allow passage of certain cations, anions or molecules
of a certain size.
15. A flow measuring device, such as a Parshall flume, which is used to measure flow in an
open channel.
16. A chemical reaction in which a carboxylic acid group of an organic compound is
converted into methyl ester, typically used to modify haloacetic acids in
preparation for analysis.
17. Potable service lines or connections containing this material are a concern due to
possible leaching of the metal that can cause poisoning.
18. The heat required to convert a solid into a liquid or vapour, or a liquid into a vapour,
without change of temperature.
19. A form of manganese ore that consists of manganic hydroxide and is used in filters
designed to control iron, manganese or hydrogen sulfide.
20. The name of the rate at which atmospheric temperature decreases with altitude.
21. A pipe with several branches or fittings to allow water or gas to be discharged
at several points.

1. The centre of an atom.
2. The mean of all grid erosion values in a
given area of study, described in units
of mass/area.
4. Type of UV lamp that operates at an
internal pressure of 2-200 PSI or
13.3-1,333 kPa.
6. A common corrosion by-product of
iron-based distribution systems.
7. An element found abundantly in well
water. Causes black staining.
11. Oscillating or nodding back and forth.
12. The curved surface of a liquid in
a small tube.
14. Sedimentation basin and filter
discharge channels, typically
consisting of overflow weirs and
conveying troughs.
15. A plant that grows under typical
atmospheric moisture conditions.
17. Deadly; fatal.
20. A flat filter element that supports the
filter septum.

Fall 2020
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RADAR
IS THE BETTER

ULTRASONIC
80 GHz level sensor with
fixed cable connection (IP68)

CAD 794.00
VEGAPULS C 11

All advantages of the radar technology:

www.vega.com/vegapuls

2020
AWARDS
HONOURING EXCELLENCE
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AL REI M ER A W A R D
The Al Reimer Award was
established in acknowledgement
of an operator member of the
WCW who has provided
distinguished service to the
profession through the
Association and the provincial
operators association. Recipients
have provided faithful and
meritorious service to the field of
public water and/or wastewater
works.

P AST W I N N E R S
2019 Garth Carl
2018 Colin Allingham
2017 Tim Cox
2016 Nancy McAteer
2015 Kenneth Mattes
2014 Tracy Helmink
2013 Bert E. Miller
2012 Ken Smyrski
2011 Colin Aebig
2010 Andy Bebbington

H .C . LI NDST E N
AW ARD
The H.C. Lindsten Award is
presented annually to a member of
the Association who has had many
years of service, has held an
Executive or committee chair
position, and has given service
and leadership to the Association
worthy of recognition.

P AST W I N N E RS
2019 Ryan Roberts
2018 Wayne Wall
2017 Tim Jansen
2016 Edith Phillips
2015 Al Turner
2014 Scott Miller
2013 Jim Hepler
2012 Kelly Braden
2011 Bert Munro
2010 George Bontus
14 | WESTERN CANADA WATER | Fall 2020
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DEON HASSLER
AL REIMER AWARD RECIPIENT
Deon is an example of
excellence within First Nations
communities and the region by
providing enthusiasm for
education and lifelong learning
among his fellow water
treatment operators.
In 2013, Deon was hired by the
File Hills Qu’Appelle Tribal
Council to work as a Circuit
Rider Trainer. In addition to
being a mentor to the water
treatment plant operators in the
communities surrounding his
home, Deon has been an active
advocate at both the provincial
and federal levels for First

Nations water and wastewater
operators. Deon has been
involved with the FSIN in their
Healthy Water Working Group.
Deon has been asked to help
prepare and present papers on
issues that First Nations face
concerning water and
wastewater facility operations
and maintenance by the
Assembly of First Nations.
His latest work has been to
advocate for the creation of
a Saskatchewan Operators
Association for First Nations
water and wastewater
operators.

JEFF O'DRISCOLL
H. C. LINDS T E N A WA R D
R E CIP IE NT
We are proud to recognize Jeff
O’Driscoll as this year’s H.C.
Lindsten award recipient. Jeff
has been a dedicated
volunteer of our association
for over 20 years.
Jeff has served as the Chair,
YP Chair, Manitoba Trustee,
CAC Member-at-Large for the
Western Canada Section of
AWWA. He is currently the
AWWA Director and will sit on
the board until 2023. He is also
the 2019 Fuller Recipient.

Jeff spent four years on the
WCW Executive and served as
President from 2014-2015. He
is an active member of the
Conference Planning
Committee and Manitoba
Provincial Council.
Jeff has made enormous
contributions to helping shape
the organization you are a
part of today. He is currently
the Branch Manager of
Associated Engineering’s
Winnipeg office.

H .M. B AI LEY A WA R D
The H.M. Bailey Award was
established in 1959 to
acknowledge long, faithful and
meritorious service in the field of
public water and/or wastewater
works as exemplified by the late
H.M. Bailey, a charter, and highly
esteemed, member of the WCW.

PAST W I N N E R S
2019 Douglas Kaupp
2018 Chris Hanson
2017 Jerry Cheshuk
2016 Lorne Stone
2015 Michael Sandney
2014 Shahid Khan
2013 Doug LaValley
2012 Kenneth Mattes
2011 Cliff Dyck
2010 Don Bulpitt

W I L LI AM M C K A Y
H ONORARY LIF E
M E M BER
William McKay Honorary Life
Member recipents are recently
retired professionals from the
water and/or sewage field either
by virtue of age, 35 years’ service
or ill health and must have had a
minimum of 20 years membership
with a Western Canada Water
Constituent Organization.

DAN RITES
H . M. BA ILE Y A WA RD
R ECIP IE NT
Dan exemplifies our motto of
“Working Together for Water”, and
for that reason, we are delighted to
recognize him as this year’s H.M.
Bailey Award recipient.

In 2014, Dan took over the
reigns of the Alberta Water
and Wastewater Operator
Association as their Executive
Director.

He completed his Water and
Wastewater Technician Diploma
in 1997 at NAIT, and joined
Strathcona County shortly
thereafter.

Dan has played a crucial role in
improving cooperation
between operator
associations, provincial
certifying authorities and
regulators. He is not only
dedicated to serving the
membership of AWWOA, but
consistently raises the bar for
the water industry as a whole.

In 2006, he began working for the
City of St. Albert as the Manager of
Utilities, and was later promoted to
Director of Public Works.

ROBERT BROCKMEYER
WILLIAM MCKAY
H ONORARY LIFE MEMBER INDUCTEE

Bob worked in the water and wastewater industry throughout
his 47-year engineering career. He was involved in design and
project management of residential, commercial and industrial
land developments, water supply, treatment and distribution
systems, wastewater collection, treatment and disposal, and
stormwater management projects in Saskatchewan and
Manitoba. He retired in 2019 from WSP.

DON POON

WILLIAM MCKAY
H ONORARY LIFE MEMBER INDUCT EE

Don is a Civil Engineer and the former Owner and Managing
Director of SAL Engineering Ltd. He led numerous
management and consulting engineering projects during his
career. Don was actively involved with many professional
associations, organizations and committees throughout his
career. He retired in 2019 from SAL Engineering.
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SASKATCHEWAN
CIRCUIT RIDER PROGRAM
EX C E PTIO N A L M UN ICIPA L PRO JECT A WARD

Saskatchewan’s Circuit Rider Program continues
playing a key role ensuring water and wastewater
systems provide safe and reliable services to
northern communities. The program, overseen by
Saskatchewan’s Ministry of Government
Relations, provides technical assistance, training
and mentorship to the local operators of water
utilities in 31 northern communities, along with
operational reports of this critical infrastructure.
This combination of ongoing efforts helps
determine in advance when these assets need to
be maintained and upgraded, which protects the
operational lifespan of this important water
infrastructure. The program also helps enhance
and develop the skills of local water utility
operators, who meet at least twice a year with
Circuit Rider trainers, who assist with
maintenance and operational tasks, along with
trouble shooting any issues that may arise.
The program was established in 2003 and funded
by the Northern Municipal Trust Account
(NMTA). The NMTA board consists of
representatives from northern municipalities.
That board and its work is supported by the
provincial government.
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Mike is a Watershed Biologist with EPCOR and currently serves as the
Vice-President
of theBiologist
Alberta Lake
Society. serves as the
Mike is a Watershed
with Management
EPCOR and currently
Vice-President of the Alberta Lake Management Society.
Stephanie is a Watershed Manager with EPCOR. She sits on the board for
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Management
Society
and
the Alberta
Water
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Stephanie
a Watershed
Manager
with
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North
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River
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North Saskatchewan River basin.
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CHARACTERISTICS.”
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2 02 0 A w a rd Rec ip i en ts

NATALIE WILSON
ARTHUR SIDNEY BEDELL AWARD
The Arthur Sidney Bedell Award was established
to acknowledge extraordinary personal service to a Member
Association. Natalie is a past Chair of the Western Canada
Water Environment Association, and will be taking over as
the WEF Delegate for WCWEA this fall. She is also the
incoming WCW President, Chair of the Manitoba Provincial
Council, and supports young professionals getting into
membership associations that will help them further their
careers and help build connections.

Senior Process Engineer,
AECOM Winnipeg

KARLY FRIESEN
WILLIAM D. HATFIELD AWARD
The William D. Hatfield Award is presented to a
wastewater treatment plant operator for outstanding
performance and professionalism. Karly Friesen has
served as the Wastewater Treatment Division Manager
for the City of Portage la Prairie since 2012. Karly is a
dedicated volunteer who is passionate about the water
industry. She has served on both the MWWA and WCW
boards, and continues to volunteer as a planning
committee volunteer for the WCW Annual Conference
and through the Manitoba Provincial Council.
18 | WESTERN CANADA WATER | Fall 2020

Wastewater Treatment Division Manager,
City of Portage la Prairie
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

2 020 A wa r d Rec i p i en ts
TYLER PHILLIPS
LEADER OF TOMORROW AWARD
This award recognizes the contributions of young members
whose service and achievements are exceptional for their years
of experience. Tyler was first introduced to WCW as a
subcommittee member of the Water Technical Program for
the 2015 Conference Planning Committee. Shortly thereafter,
he joined WCS AWWA as a YP and began to volunteer with the
YP Committee, and becoming involved with the WCW Public
Awareness committee. Tyler has remained involved with the
YP and the conference planning committee as the Vice Chair
for the 201: conference, and will be the Chair of the 2026
conference. He enjoys being involved with the committees and
the networking and education they provide.
Manager of Projects,
City of Brandon

KYLA KIRK
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD

Water Process Engineer,
JACOBS Winnipeg

This award recognizes a member who has provided valuable
service and support for WCS AWWA programs and goals
through long-standing WCS membership.
Kyla has over 12 years of volunteering experience with WCS
AWWA with consistently increased responsibility over time,
including multiple roles on the Board of Trustees from
2012-201;, Chair of the Membership Committee (200;-2012),
and Young Professionals Committee (200:-200;). She has also
represented WCS AWWA as a member of the Manitoba
Provincial Council, and the Winnipeg Western Canada Water
(WCW) Conference Planning Committee in multiple roles.
She volunteers as needed in the water industry, including
supporting the WCS AWWA Membership and Engagement
Committee, the WCW Editorial Committee, and the 2026
WCW Conference Planning Committee.
Fall 2020
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KELLY BRADEN
GEORGE WARREN FULLER
AWARD
The George Warren Fuller Award is presented annually
by the AWWA to a selected member of the section for
their distinguished service to the water supply field in
commemoration of the sound engineering s!ill, brilliant
diplomatic talent, and constructive leadership which
characteri1ed the life of George Warren Fuller.
Kelly Braden recently retired from the City of Portage la Prairie,
Manitoba, after 31 years of dedicated service. Kelly began his
career with the City as the Assistant City Engineer for a short
time; moved on as the Manager of the Wastewater Treatment
Division for si/ years; and finally, was promoted to the position
of Director of Operations for nearly 26 years.

Municipal Engineering Services,
City of Portage la Prairie

Since retirement, Kelly has been the Project Manager for the City’s 100M+ Wastewater Treatment Facility
upgrading project, being implemented as a public/private partnership. He is a Professional Engineer with
a degree in Civil Engineering from the University of Manitoba. He has been a member of Manitoba Water
and Wastewater Association for almost his entire career, and was on the MWWA Board of Directors for
several terms beginning in the mid-1;;0s. He was the chairperson for the annual MWWA conference on
seven occasions; and was awarded the Lorne Sayer Service Award in 2010.
In his wor! with the City, he oversaw the major e/pansion and upgrading of the Wastewater Treatment
Plant on three occasions, and of the Water Treatment Plant on two occasions; as well as the replacement,
upgrading and e/pansion of water reservoir, pumping and distribution systems and wastewater pumping
and conveyance systems. He has been directly involved with the development and administration of a
water distribution system lead control program, industrial agreements regarding the discharge of highstrength wastewater, and regional water system agreements. Kelly ac!nowledges the shared vision and
dedication of the City operational and administrative staff and Councils for the ongoing improvements
and development of the City’s utility infrastructure and services.

PAST RECIPIENTS
201; Paul Wobma
201: Jeff O’Driscoll
2019 Calvin Se/smith
2018 Garry Drachenberg

2017 Doug Taniguchi
2016 Mar! Keller
2013 Ian Wright

2012 Duane Griffin
2011 Bill Bullee
2010 Simon Thomas

Congratulations to all of the award winners.
If you would li!e to recogni1e an individual or project for
the 2021 awards, please visit the corresponding association’s website
for award criteria and the nomination instructions.
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Thank you to all the advertisers who support the WCW through this magazine.
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All Hands on Deck at J&S Valve
J&S Valve is an ‘all hands on deck’
company manufacturing robust, high
quality gate valves for over 20 years –
improving the industry standards. When
you choose J&S Valves, you will be using
stronger, low maintenance gate valves,
plug valves, butterfly valves, check valves,
ball valves, pump control valves, pressure
control valves, and flow control valves.
For the past 20 years, J&S Valve has
produced valves for many high profile
customers and their projects, including
NASA, the City of Cleveland, New York
City, Boston, Miami, Dallas, Las Vegas,
Baltimore, San Diego, Houston, Tampa,
Los Angeles, Lubbock, Oklahoma
City, Fort Worth, Long Beach, Toronto,
Montreal, to name a few.
J&S Valve was also the only
manufacture willing to produce two
54-inch & two 72-inch full port resilient
seated gate valves for a critical sewage
pump station for a major wastewater
treatment plant in Texas.
J&S Valve also manufactured six
60-inch full port resilient seated gate valves
for Middlesex County WWTP in Sayreville,
New Jersey. The Sayreville Pump Station
was originally sized for a 200-year storm
event; however, after ‘Super Storm Sandy’
it was decided the station needed to be
larger and more durable for future large
storm events. J&S Valve and Raritan Valve
and Automation worked with the design
engineer, plant operators, and other pipe
and fittings suppliers to increase the
capacity to handle a 500-year storm event.
In 2020, J&S Valve stepped up again
to help the City of Fort Lauderdale when
multiple sewer lines broke, causing the
discharge of raw sewage entering the
coastal water way. J&S Valve received the
call and jumped into action by shipping six
large gate valves through 48-inch to rectify
their emergency and solving the problem.
Cleveland, Ohio, had a line break and
needed a 30” special gate valve to repair
22 | WESTERN CANADA WATER | Fall 2020

the line. J&S worked around the clock and
shipped this special valve in 2 days. The City of
Cleveland was impressed by the performance
of and wrote J&S a letter of thanks.

60” Resilient Seated Gate Valve. Made in the USA.
Installed in Sayreville NJ

72” Resilient Seated Gate Valve – Largest Resilient
Seated Gate Valve in the USA

A Note From J&S Valve CEO Stacie Bolender
I founded J&S Valve in 1999 after being
a waterworks valve manufacturer’s
representative for many years. J&S Valve was
started because we recognized the need for a
higher quality gate valve with design features
that improve the industry standards. We are
now a leading manufacturer of several types
of waterworks valves. We have a strong
track record and many references. We have
proven to provide quality products on time
in compliance with project specifications at
competitive prices. Our company is WBE,
HUB, SBE,WOSB, WBENC certified, which are
both national and regional certifications.
We can assist you on upcoming projects.

J&S Valve Types
Gate Valves: AWWA Resilient Seated
& Metal Seated, sizes 2" - 108"
Butterfly Valves: Resilient Seated,
sizes 2" and larger
Plug Valves: Metal Seated Plug Valves,
sizes 3" - 108"
Plunger Valves: Energy Dissipating
Control Valves, sizes 8" - 72"
Ball Valve: Metal Seated Ball Valves,
sizes 6" - 72"
Check Valves: Swing Check
Valves, Ball Check Valves, HedFlex
Duckbill Check Valves, Wafer Swing
Check Valves, sizes 1/2" - and larger
J&S Valve creates valves for
• water treatment plants,
• wastewater treatment plants,
• large diameter water lines,
• pumping stations,
• water distribution,
• water transmission,
• water storage,
• tapping into pipelines,
• reuse water,
• wastewater collections,
• desalination plants,
• environmental side of
Industrial plants,
• chill water systems,
• drainage systems,
• fracking,
• highway construction, and
• marine construction...
to name a few.
J&S Valve Service Capabilities
• Valve Automation
• Valve Modification
• Valve Retrofits
• Valve Site Surveys
• Valve Evaluations
• Valve Troubleshooting
• Valve Problem Solving
• Valve Flow Control Analysis
• Valve Recommendations

Thank you to all the advertisers who support WCW.

Surface Water Management
With ACO’s StormBrixx

A

CO is a global leader in storm
and surface water management,
with products to collect, clean,
hold and release water – addressing all
phases of the water cycle and supporting
sustainable drainage. ACO designs
and manufactures innovative products
used to manage water in a sustainable
manner in both commercial and domestic
environments. ACO protects people from
water and water from people.
In British Columbia, ACO is proud
of its various installations of ACO
StormBrixx® – a unique and patented
geocellular stormwater management
system designed for surface water
storage and infiltration. Its versatility
allows it to be used in applications
across all construction environments
as a standalone solution or as part of a
Sustainable Drainage System (SUDS) and
fits with all (SD) standard duty and (HD)
heavy duty requirements.
For a recent project in BC’s lower
mainland, ACO’s clients required a
150-cubic metre water detention tank
– the ACO StormBrixx HD product, the
company’s heavy-duty series. The requirement was to have a shallow storm water
management tank system with minimum
amount of cover to accommodate any
traffic vehicles’ weight. ACO’s client was
very particular about cost-effectiveness
and a smaller excavation area – and this is
where ACO StormBrixx shines.
ACO StormBrixx® is typically used for:
• Parking lots
• Shopping malls
• Educational and Industrial facilities
• Residential developments
• Commercial buildings and
developments
• Airports and Military bases
• Ports
• Airports
• Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS)
for USA

This project is a fabulous showcase
of the next generation in storm water
management system and a great success
story in the local BC market.
ACO StormBrixx® is a system consisting
of a single, recyclable, polypropylene
body that can be assembled in a variety of
ways to form an open bonded structure.
This can take form in many shapes and
sizes, as this system can be layered for
more effective use of space to allow
more storage capacity. The SD version is
based on 97% void ration where the HD is
95% void ration and very easy installation
which has benefitted customers in both
time and money.

ACO introduced the concept of
linear surface drainage systems to
North America over 35 years ago.
Today ACO Systems, Ltd. is a sales
and marketing company with access
to ACO’s global strong manufacturing
bases. Established in 2006, ACO
Canada uses a variety of materials for
its extensive range of surface water
drainage, oil-water separation, building
drainage and residential products.
For more information about
ACO StormBrixx or any of the
company’s product lines, please visit
www.acocan.ca or call 1-604-554-0688
or 1-877-226-4255.

product information I application guidance I design support

www.ACOStormBrixx.ca
(877) 226-4255 • info@acocan.ca • www.acocan.ca
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CALL FOR PAPERS
2021 MWWA Conference & Trade Show

February 21-24, 2021
Victoria Inn Hotel & Convention Centre
1808 Wellington Avenue | Winnipeg, MB
Deadline: Monday, November 30, 2020
For further information, please contact:
Asit Dey, MB. Sustainable Development
asit.dey@gov.mb.ca
or
Larissa Derlago, MWWA Director
larissaderlago@gmail.com

WCW Kelman Scholarship
winner – Shaylin Exshaw

1036 Waverley Street
Winnipeg, MB R3T 0P3

The Strength of Many. The Power of One.
of composite water & sewer prodcts:
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City of Winnipeg
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- Easy Installation
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PI Valve Boxes

Where do you currently work
and in what field are you?
I am currently employed at the City of
Wetaskiwin in a seasonal position for my
practicum. With the City having water
treatment, collection, distribution and
wastewater treatment, I am able to gain
hours and experience in all
four discplines.

- < 40 Lbs.
Fits City of Winnipeg WD50F Frames
- Non-corrosive
- Non-conductive
-WD50SC
< 40 Lbs. Manhole Cover
Representing the following quality pro
- Lockable
& Sealable
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&
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& MORE!
Service Boxes

- Lockable & Sealable

Robar 1696-2B
Full product line of lighter, -Non-Corroding
New RobarService
all stainless
steel boxes -Large OD Range
Boxes
non-corroding
service
two bolt multi-range
coupling:
for Manitoba & Saskatchewan-Easy Installation

Full product line of lighter,
non-corroding service boxes
Contact&our
Sales Team:
for Manitoba
Saskatchewan

Type C PI - City of Saskatoon Approved

LIGHTER, STONG & NON-CORRODING!
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K. Brent Pooles, B.A.,
1036 Waverley Street
bpooles@groupwd.
U
D
Winnipeg, MB R3T 0P3O
L Jeffrey K. Warre
R
Phone: 204-896-1333
K. Brent
Pooles, B.A.,
jkwarren@groupwd.
1036
Street
Fax:Waverley
204-896-6969
PI Valve
Boxes
Robar
1696-2B
Arleigh
Mouck
bpooles@groupwd.
Korosh Najar, P.Eng.
Kurt
Chekosky, P.E
Winnipeg,
MB R3T 0P3
www.groupwd.com
amouck@groupwd.com
Jeffrey
K. Warre
knajar@groupwd.com
kchekosky@groupwd
New
Robar
all stainless steel
two bolt
WD82John
PI - MWSB
Approved
Phone:
204-896-1333
Aguirre
jkwarren@groupwd.
Quyen Truong
N A DI
Fax: 204-896-6969
WD46 PI - City of Winnipeg Approved
multi-range
coupling:
Kurt Chekosky, P.E
jaguirre@groupwd.com
qtruong@groupwd.com
www.groupwd.com
Type A PI - City of Regina Approved
kchekosky@groupwd

Chekosky,
P.Eng.
composite water Kurt
& sewer
prodcts:
kchekosky@groupwd.com

CA

What are your future career goals?
Becoming a well-rounded operator and
gaining my certification is priority. I will
have enough CEUs to get my levels, as I
will have CEUs from the NAIT course and
from my Environmental Sciences diploma.
I wish to continue as an operator in
Our lineup of
Wetaskiwin so I can gain more knowledge
in all four discplines, as I still have a lot
more to learn.

The Strength of Many.
The Power of One.

N

What made you decide to apply
for the scholarship?
The scholarship requirements lined up
with my studies and I thought it could
come in handy with tuition, books, and
living expenses.

I would like to thank both WCW and Craig
Kelman and Associates for making this
scholarship possible.

Our lineup of composite water & sewer products:

of composite water & sewer prodcts:

A

How did you find out about the
Our lineup
WCW Kelman Scholarship?
The instructors at NAIT encouraged all
students to apply.
Our lineup

K. Brent Pooles, B.A., C.I.M.
bpooles@groupwd.com
Jeffrey K. Warren
Phone: 204-896-1333
jkwarren@groupwd.com
www.groupwd.com

Industrial Group

P

Western Canada
Water and
Craig Kelman
& Associates
congratulate
Shaylin Exshaw,
the winner of the
2020 WCW Kelman
Scholarship.
Shaylin, 26, is currently enrolled at
the Northern Alberta Institute of
Technology’s (NAIT) Edmonton campus
in the Water and Wastewater Technician
Program and is currently completing a
summer practicum.
Here, Shaylin shares a little about
herself, her areas of interest, and her
plans for the future in the water and
wastewater industry.

The Strength of Many.
TheThe
Power
of One.
Strength
of Many.
The Power of One.

- Non-Corroding
- Large OD Range
WESTERN
CANADA WATER
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Installation
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

2020

ORGANIZATION

EVENT

LINK

AWWOA

3rd Annual Golf Tournament

www.awwoa.ca

16

CWWA

Window on Water Webinar Series
Part 3 Infrastructure

www.cwwa.ca/events/#wowseries

22

WCWEA

Annual General Meeting (virtual)

www.wcwea.org

AWWA

AWWA Virtual Summit

www.awwa.org/events-education/awwa-virtual-summit

WCS AWWA

Annual General Meeting (virtual)

www.wcsawwa.net

WEF

WEFTEC Connect (virtual)

www.weftec.org

CWWA

Window on Water Webinar Series
Part 4 Wastewater

www.cwwa.ca/events/#wowseries

Virtual Conference & Trade Show

www.bcwwa.org/pro-d/annual-conference

Water Week Conference –
Online and/or in person
Edmonton AB

www.awwoa.ca/events

SEPTEMBER 14

23-24
30
OCTOBER 5-9
21

NOVEMBER 2-4 BCWWA
18-20 AWWOA
DECEMBER 24-31

2021

WCW Office Closed

ORGANIZATION

JANUARY 4

APRIL 18-21

LINK

WCW Office open
Annual Operators Seminar
Banff AB

www.awwoa.ca/events

Réseau
Environnement

AMERICANA
Montreal, QC

www.americana.org

WEAO

Technical Symposium and Exhibition
London, ON

www.weao.org/annual_conference

Annual Conference And Tradeshow
The Blue Mountains, ON

www.pheedloop.com/owwa20/site/home

MARCH 8-12 AWWOA
22-24

EVENT

MAY 3-5 OWWA

ONLINE TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES:
AWWOA www.awwoa.ca/training
AWWA
www.awwa.org/events-education/webinars
WEF
www.wef.org/resources/online-education

serving Western Canada since 1994
FEATURED PRODUCTS

Our full line of quality suppliers:
Slide gates and sluice gates
SS, aluminum, and composite
Custom fabrications
HIgh efficiency and linearity
WWTP aeration control valves

Forcemain odour control system
Lift station odour / FOG control
Eco-friendly and chemical free
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Tel: (403) 251-2438

ch2o@capitalh2o.com

WORKING IN WATER

Others’ experiences can be
a great tool for your career:
Joe Rahn
Kristen McGillivray, Western Canada Water

M

eet one of the up and comers of the Alberta Water
and Wastewater Association, Joe Rahn. Joe is the
Operators Seminar Chair (5,000-25,000 population)
for the AWWOA Board of Directors, and works as a
Utility Technologist for Rocky View County.
Joe and I met a few years ago when AWWOA was looking to
introduce a Young Professionals night to its Annual Operators
Seminar in Banff. We’ve been working together on YP events
ever since.
If you’re looking to get involved with AWWOA, Young
Professionals, or for an avenue into volunteering with an
association, Joe is a terrific resource.
STARTING POINT
Q. What sparked your interest in pursuing a career in the
water industry?
A. Working as a Heavy Equipment Operator with the Town of
Didsbury, it was common to find me on the site of a utilities
dig. Seeing the resourceful, problem-solving skills of operators
made me realize that this was the industry for me.
WORKING IN WATER
Q. What excites you most about working in the water industry?
A. The many components of the utilities industry create an
ever-changing environment, fostering growth and opportunity
in every direction. This variety of tasks and new challenges
keep my role interesting and enjoyable.
Q. What advice would you give to someone interested in
working in water? What experience should they try to pick up?
A. The water/wastewater industry is a very tight-knit
community. Take the time to listen to other operators and share
information whenever possible. The experiences of others can
be an important tool in the success of your own career.
CHALLENGES
Q. What’s your best advice for handling a mistake?
A. Own it, fix it, and learn from it.
Q. Did you ever struggle with creating a healthy work-life balance?
A. With utility infrastructure operating 24/7, on-call
responsibilities and late-night repairs can tip the scales
when it comes to work-life balance. A team that is willing
and capable of sharing this high demand of responsibility is
invaluable in maintaining a healthy footing.

PERSPECTIVE
Q. Do you have a mentor? What roles have mentors played
in your career?
A. Throughout my various roles within the industry and my
time spent on the AWWOA Executive, I have had the privilege
of working with many industry professionals, all of whom were
happy to take me under their wings. These connections, and
their willingness to help me succeed, have been key in the
development of my career.
Q. What’s the best piece of advice that you’ve ever been given?
A. In an emergency, it is easy to rush decisions and overlook the
details. Take the time to step back and evaluate the situation,
even ask for a fresh set of eyes to help resolve the problem.

OUR TECHNOLOGY
IS BASED ON
SOUND SCIENCE
Inspect More, Clean Better

Active
Acoustics
screen for
blockage
with no
flow contact
MILLIONS OF FEET INSPECTED
• Save time, water, AND money
• Screen 2+ miles per day
• EPA validated
• Highly portable and easy to operate

877-747-3245
sales@infosense.com • www.infosense.com
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Partially corrugated stainless tube –

A sustainable and innovative technology to reduce water loss
Gary Coates, Kristina Osterman, Kevin Guenter and John Grocki, Nickel Institute
Canada is home to one-fifth of the world’s freshwater, but population growth, climate change, and a lack of consumer awareness
have led to one of the highest per capita water consumption rates
in the world. Non-revenue water losses are a major problem in
North America, where eight trillion litres of water are lost every year.
The losses contribute to the depletion of precious water resources.
Many utilities have a fairly good understanding of how much water
is lost through leakage on the way from the water treatment plant
to the consumer. These losses are costly to the consumer due to
intensive water leak detection efforts, required repairs and wasted
costs for water treatment chemicals and pumping power use.
Innovative and sustainable solutions are being sought by the global
drinking water sector. Durable and resilient low-maintenance water
distribution systems are becoming a necessity.
WHERE DOES WATER LOSS OCCUR?
Most people are familiar with water main and transmission line
breaks. These are the occasions where service interruptions,
water loss, road damage and repair crew presence are obvious.
However, the most significant water losses come from service line
leaks. The International Water Association reports that while a
one-day water main break may result in a loss of 83,000 litres, an
unreported service connection leak may lose 83,000 to 166,500
litres over a year’s time. A 16-day service connection break could
result in twice the water loss compared to a one-day main break.
The Canadian Water Network and the Ontario Water
Opportunities and Conservation Act (2011) are providing
guidelines for risk management and long-term infrastructure
improvement programs. Both recognize that “innovative
technologies” and “sustainable solutions” are key to achieving
water loss prevention and conservation in the long term.
PARTIALLY CORRUGATED TYPE 316(L) STAINLESS STEEL TUBE
Partially corrugated stainless steel tube (PCST) can play an
Water
main/service
line water
loss potential
integral
part of the innovative
technologies
used to provide a
sustainable
solution for water service lines, it has:
GPD
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• Excellent corrosion resistance to potable water – and to
almost all soil conditions – providing a durable, low maintenance, and long service life (100+ years) by utilizing type 316(L)
Stainless Steel alloy;
• Hygienic and impervious to ground chemicals;
• Resistant to environmental damage due to fire and freezing
temperatures;
• Superior resistance to cavitation/velocity damage to most
other metallic materials.
• High strength, so connections can be fully tightened and have
a high slip-off force;
• Bendable and flexible, PCST is easy to install and recent tests
have shown that it is highly suitable for trenchless installation;
• Low-pressure loss differential between PCST and a standard
tube even when bent at 45° and 90° versus a standard
elbow. The corrugations allow for larger-range bend angles
compared to standard elbows;
• Once installed, the PCST offers water service line resilience
being resistant to soil movement, traffic vibrations,
accidental mechanical damage, frost heaves, earthquakes,
and forest fires.

Figures 2 and 3 (inset) PCST is flexible and bendable
The successful implementation of this product for water service
lines began almost 40 years ago in Tokyo, Japan. Since then,
thousands of kilometres of PCST have been used competitively
and cost effectively for both replacement of other materials and
for new construction. Today, all service lines in Tokyo are PCST
and as a result, Tokyo’s water loss rate is about 2% compared
to 10-40% in many cities of the world. With the success of the
program in Tokyo, other cities such as Seoul, South Korea and
Taipei, Taiwan began their own projects to solve their water loss
issues by replacing the service lines in their network with PCST.
This innovative technology is attracting considerable interest in
Canada, the US, and globally.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECT TO CANADA –
PILOT INSTALLATION OPPORTUNITIES
PCST is on its way to Canada (and the USA) through an
ongoing technology transfer project. PCST is a highly suitable
1
and cost-effective
solution for service line installations in
Canada’s various climates and soil conditions. This innovative
1

1
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and proven technology is being introduced to the North
American water distribution sector by the Nickel Institute,
www.nickelinstitute.org a global not-for-profit industry
association with head offices in Toronto. (Some two-thirds
of all nickel produced goes to the production of stainless
steel, hence Nickel Institute’s focus on stainless steel). Nickel
Institute’s role is to support this technology transfer project
through communication and market development efforts, as
well, to offer education about nickel-containing products.
A key aim is to transfer knowledge about successful
applications in one geographic location to another.
While North American manufacturing of PCST is being
established in the near future, Nickel Institute is interested in
working with water utilities on demonstration installations of
this technology. Several trials have been conducted in North
America, but more are desired. In order to promote additional
pilot installations, Nickel Institute has available stock of PCST
in North America and offers technical assistance for anyone
interested in trial installations of PCST.
CASE STUDY TOKYO
Tokyo has over two million connections distributing over
1.5 trillion litres of water annually. It was determined that 97%
of their repair cases were service-water-line-related. Tokyo
started a program using PCST with seismic-resistant ductile
iron mains, and improved leak detection to reduce its water
loss rate. The program resulted in a reduction from 1980’s
15.3% losses to 2.2% of water loss annually. The total savings
result is about US$300 million per year.

Tokyo reduced leakage rate from 15.3% (1980)
to
2-3%
(recentLEAKAGE
years) RATE FROM 15.3% (1980)
TOKYO
REDUCED
TO 2 -3% (RECENT YEARS)

Summary leakage
rates
since
the PCST
SUMMARY
LEAKAGE
RATES
SINCE
THE program started
PCST PROGRAM STARTED
30%
25%

Seoul

20%

Taipei

15%
10%

Tokyo

5%
0%

Sources: Tokyo: Tokyo Waterworks Bureau; Seoul: Ministry of environment, Republic of Korea;
Figure 5. Comparison
ofDepartment;
leak rate
reductions
for Tokyo,
Taipei: Taipei Water
Hong Kong:
OECD report.
Taipei and Seoul.

STAINLESS STEELS

For cost-effective and trusted
performance in water and
wastewater. For information:
nickelinstitute.org

Ask the experts
TECHNICAL HELP

Our team of stainless experts are
on hand for complimentary
technical assistance:
inquiries.nickelinstitute.org

1

Source: Bureau of Waterworks/Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Figure 4. Leakage
rate reduction for Tokyo – 1980 to 2016.

3

CASE STUDY TAIPEI
Taipei began evaluating its program in 2002 during a severe
drought. The PCST installation program was started in 2003.
Taipei has over 300,000 connections distributing over 750 billion
litres of water annually. It was determined that 95.7% of repair
cases were service-line-related. The program resulted in a
reduction from 2005’s 27% losses to 16.7% water loss annually.
Further reductions brought the city to a 14% loss in 2017 and
at the same time, repair cases were reduced from 13,000 per
year to 3,000 per year in 2017. When severe drought conditions
returned in 2014, Taipei was able to maintain a surplus, which was
distributed to storage reservoirs and other utilities.
CASE STUDY SEOUL
Seoul started its water service line replacement program in 1987
when its water loss was around 45% with nearly 60,000 repair
cases per year. Initially, the city installed both copper and straightlength stainless tubes and as of 1993, only stainless. In 2000, Seoul
switched to PCST. Seoul also replaced water mains with ductile
iron and implemented an improved leak detection program
resulting in quicker repairs. Seoul saw its water loss rate reduced
to 2.5% and its repair cases to 9,000 per year by 2015. In addition,
Seoul was able to decrease the number of water treatment plants
from ten to six because the amount of water that had to be
treated was so much less.
Please contact us (gcoates@nickelinstitute.org) for more information.
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Investment in water infrastructure
critical to the health of Canadians
Mary Van Buren, President, Canadian Construction Association

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically changed all
aspects of our lives in a short six months. Every aspect of
construction, including the water and wastewater sectors,
have been impacted, and some regions more than others. The
priority of the Canadian Construction Association (CCA) and our
members throughout this pandemic has been – and will remain –
the health and safety of workers, their families and communities.
A foundation for the Canadian communities is the ability to
access safe, clean, and affordable drinking water. The threat
of coronavirus is reminding Canadians of the importance of
reliable water and wastewater services to mitigate the spread of
disease. Our nation’s wastewater, stormwater and drinking water
infrastructure are at a critical juncture, and local communities
are being called upon to do more with less to meet existing and
growing challenges.
Although construction was deemed an “essential” activity
in most provinces, the industry suffered productivity losses
and cost increases due to project stop and starts, slowdowns
due to halts, shortages of materials and workers, the
implementation of new sanitation measures, and supply-chain
problems. New health and safety measures have altered daily
operations, with limits on the number of workers allowed
to interact on sites and strict protocols on sanitization and
personal protective equipment use.
CCA represents over 20,000 members from across Canada
– contractors, suppliers and other professionals working in, or
with, Canada’s heavy civil, institutional, commercial and industrial
construction industry. Many of these individuals work on
essential potable, waste and stormwater infrastructure projects.
Together with our partner associations and members from across
Canada, we collaborated to share best practices, resources and
information to help the industry adapt during a time when rules
were changing, and there was little knowledge of the disease
itself. Our industry quickly became a model for others in how
to continue to work safely during the pandemic. One outcome
of this collaboration was the publication of the “COVID-19
Standardized Protocols for All Canadian Construction Sites”,
developed with support from Public Services and Procurement
Canada and the Public Health Agency of Canada.
Infrastructure key to recovery
The construction industry employs 1.5 million Canadians and
contributes 7% towards the gross domestic product (GDP).
Infrastructure will be key to Canada’s economic recovery –
creating jobs for those displaced by harder-hit sectors, such
as tourism and hospitality, and helping to build and maintain
important public services.
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And there is a compelling case for investment in potable water
infrastructure. According to the 2019 edition of the Canadian
Infrastructure Report Card, about 25% of Canada’s potable
water infrastructure, including watermains, reservoirs and dams,
and 30% of its wastewater infrastructure, including sewers
and treatment plants, is in fair or poor condition. This report
was published jointly by CCA, the Association of Consulting
Engineering Companies Canada, Canadian Parks and Recreation
Association, Canadian Public Works Association, Canadian
Society for Civil Engineering, Canadian Urban Transit Association,
Canadian Network of Asset Managers and the Federation
of Canadian Municipalities. In addition, approximately 15%
of linear wastewater assets, which includes sewer pipes and
sanitary forcemains, have an unknown condition, highlighting the
challenges in assessing underground assets. A large portion of
linear wastewater assets are more than 50 years old.
When it comes to Canada’s stormwater infrastructure,
including management facilities and pipes, the report finds
about 30% is in fair or poor condition. The state of stormwater
infrastructure is particularly critical given the impact of climate
change. Jurisdictions across Canada are experiencing longer and
more intense precipitation events. This has highlighted capacity
issues in stormwater infrastructure, which go above and beyond
the need to rehabilitate existing assets.
Canada’s water infrastructure needs to be more resilient. Now
is the time to invest and reshape our communities in a more
sustainable manner. Prior to the COVID-19 crisis, CCA had been
advocating for a 25-year blueprint for infrastructure spending in
Canada. As governments look to reinvigorate their economies,
a forward-looking, long-term plan incorporating and directing
public funds toward sustainable solutions is even more important.
Core Infrastructure Asset Condition Summary

Ready and able
The construction industry is ready and able to contribute
to the recovery of the Canadian economy. That is why CCA
is in regular communication with government departments
and agencies with our recommendations for a coordinated,
balanced, and flexible rollout of infrastructure-targeted
economic stimulus. This stimulus should address new
infrastructure, rehabilitation of existing infrastructure,
and maintenance.
Federal departments need to work together with provinces
and municipalities to eliminate red tape and make project
money flow as quickly as possible to get people back to work.
The Parliamentary Budget Officer estimated that there is still
$2 billion on the table from the Investing in Canada Plan (IICP).
This lower spending resulted in lower growth in the GDP and
job creation; something we can’t afford right now. We need
funds flowing.
The same report noted an uptick of municipal spending on
infrastructure in Winnipeg, Calgary and Edmonton over the past
two years. While money directly transferred from the IICP to
municipalities through the Gas Tax Transfer appears to be rolling
out faster, CCA has been working collaboratively with our local
membership partners in pushing for faster sign-off and better
cooperation between the provinces and federal government.
For example, Manitoba and Saskatchewan have approved
bilateral agreements funding well below the 50% mark.
The plan needs to be balanced with projects for all sectors,
regions, and size of firms. It should also be available over
an 18-month period, minimizing a boom-and-bust cycle.
Further, flexibility is needed in dealing with COVID-19-related
project costs and delays. Contractors, including private sector
suppliers working in the water sector, remain concerned
about how existing contracts will address project disruptions,
increased costs and payment delays.
Construction to drive recovery
Contractors need this support now to ensure they are ready
to hit the ground running when it’s time to ramp up economic
activity, and not be in a credit crunch, or in litigation because
of contract issues related to COVID-19 project delays and cost
increases. Construction will inarguably be one of the most
important sectors driving economic recovery, job creation and
confidence in consumer spending.
The construction industry is ripe to employ workers who have
been displaced from other industries hit by mass layoffs due
to the pandemic. Construction is also an industry with diverse
career options in science, technology, engineering and math.
There is a place for tomorrow’s workforce in the post-COVID-19
world within the construction industry.
Strong federal investment is needed to not only meet
today’s needs, but to meet the growing needs associated with
infrastructure resiliency and supporting innovation in areas
such as water recycling. As our nation’s water infrastructure
ages and water quality and quantity challenges become more
complex, stronger federal investment in water research and
technological development is needed to spur innovative and
cost-effective solutions and address new challenges.

CCA believes passionately in the sustainability and vitality
of Canada’s construction industry and the industry’s pivotal
role in building a better Canada. The industry provides
jobs, injects socioeconomic opportunities and life into a
community, while creating infrastructure critical to keeping
the country moving forward. The world is changing, and the
industry is changing with it. We are facing new challenges and
our industry has demonstrated our ability to adapt and help
build a better Canada.
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The response to COVID-19
– A consultant’s perspective
Andy Barr, Emma Sauriol, Allison Clarke, Associated Engineering

E

ngineering consulting in the water
industry is very public-healthfocused. While the consultant’s
role is usually to help clients meet
public health objectives, the worldwide
COVID-19 pandemic has now brought
immediate health and safety risks into
their own workplace and home. Like
many other industries, measures to
protect people against COVID-19 have
impacted work efficiency, mental and
physical health, and business continuity.

Challenges of working remotely
When provincial public health orders
started being issued around the
middle of March, many consultants
completely shut down their offices, or
began operating with skeleton staff.
Though remote access to networks
and servers was common practice in
the pre-COVID-19 world, many firms
were not prepared for all staff to
connect remotely at one time. The first
weeks of the crisis were devoted to
implementing the necessary hardware
and security protocols to make

working from home the new reality. Hats
off to our oft-forgotten IT professionals
who pulled this off in record time under
very trying circumstances.
Once the initial panic cleared, the
focus became working in remote teams.
For many, this has been a challenge,
as in-person interaction is implicit in
effective teamwork. It is also central to
keeping the pulse on client satisfaction.
Without the informal or intangible
touch points that occur in an office
environment, keeping connected with
teammates and clients has proven to
be time consuming. Typically, staff has
reported working more hours and having
to be flexible to work around constraints
such as childcare and shared workspace
in the home.
Not all individuals have struggled with
this new reality. In fact, some have thrived
in the online, collaborative environment.
The way we think of teamwork needed to
change quickly as has the way we manage
our client relationships. Our new way of
doing business has meant more frequent
communication, regular check-ins, and

finding creative ways to connect,
e.g. virtual coffee breaks. The use of
collaboration tools with video capabilities
has helped maintain “face-to-face”
conversations with both clients and staff.
The true impact of reduced in-person
encounters cannot be measured in
the short term. However, tasks such
as onboarding of new staff have
proven to be more challenging and
firms are already devising new ways of
transmitting company culture. Also, as
the consulting industry reinvents “client
relationship building” in the absence
of conferences and networking events,
free webinars and online lunch-and-learn
sessions are thriving, albeit often taxing
the rare-remaining lunch-hour breaks.
Working remotely has come with
trade-offs. For many, the benefits have
included skipping the daily commute,
more time to focus, and more flexible
works hours. But for others, this has
been offset by working more hours to
deal with individual constraints and
declining job satisfaction because of
loss of personal interaction.
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Mental and physical health impacts
Fear, anxiety, depression, fatigue,
and feelings of isolation are real and
common mental health impacts of the
pandemic. From the initial panic to
adaptation to acceptance, the impacts
have varied greatly from one individual
to the next. Some were able to achieve
a better work-life balance and for others,
being at home 24/7 was a constant
source of stress. Yet others were left
isolated and cut off from the support
network provided by an in-person
work environment.

Additional health and safety
consequences came from the poor
ergonomics of home offices, which
were set up on kitchen tables, in
bedrooms, or in a corner of the
basement. Common complaints
included keyboards at the wrong
height, small or insufficient numbers of
monitors, uncomfortable chairs, and
muscle stress from not getting up or
moving for long periods of time. The
main cause of the physical inactivity
was increased meeting frequency and
back-to-back online meetings.

Through it all, communication with
staff has been critical. As many feared
for their employment, senior company
leadership had to make a paradigm
shift, with “people” becoming the
priority, before projects and profits.
Assuming the best of people, and
expressing trust in them, proved to be
the key ingredient for transitioning to
this new working environment.
Business continuity
The Association of Consulting
Engineering Companies Canada
(ACEC Canada) recently surveyed
their members regarding the impact
of COVID-19 (https://www.acec.ca/
articles/?id=311). The majority of the
close-to 50 respondent firms indicated
that their revenue losses were less than
50%. However, half were concerned
about the long-term sustainability of
their businesses, and some had already
laid off up to 5% of their total staff.
While ACEC Canada indicated that it
continues “...to advocate on the need
for infrastructure investments…to be
accelerated into 2020 and 2021 to ensure
the consulting engineering industry can
retain capacity in the coming months to
support economic recovery,” the bigger
challenge may be public-health-related,
i.e., integrating staff back into an office
environment. When the surveyed firms
were asked: “What will be required of
your firm to resume regular operations?”,
50% indicated “Obtain personal
protective equipment”; 48% indicated
“Office re-entry requirements (e.g.
office layout re-configuring) to maintain
physical separation”; and, 46% indicated
“COVID-19-specific training for office
and field work”.
Other considerations
Travel for business has been severely
curtailed during the pandemic, but not
eliminated. The necessity to travel for site
inspections, field investigations and other
hands-on work that can’t be done remotely
has required strict travel protocols to be
put in place. Senior management approval
of travel, preparation of COVID-19 job
hazard assessments, and travel in separate
vehicles when more than one staff member
is required to attend are just some of the
measures that have been taken.
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Return to work – or more aptly return
to work in the office – is being discussed
at many levels. Realistically, the horizon
for this reality keeps pushing out due to
uncertainty regarding children returning
to school, increased infection numbers
from re-opening phases, and the
development timeline for a viable vaccine,
to mention a few. Indeed, it will probably
never be the same. The pandemic has
successfully forced many to overcome
numerous challenges – or perceptions – of
working remotely. This alone may change
our workplaces completely. More flexible
work arrangements, less hard office and
shared working spaces, and more resultsbased outcomes, rather than hard-hour
metrics, all portend the future.

been numerous negative impacts so far,
there have also been many positives. We
have generally been able to successfully
maintain our commitments to our clients
and, among many life-changing insights,
the pandemic has proven that our

industry and our staff are resilient. While
we continue to adapt in response to the
pandemic, we find that our values and
goals are still the same and we remain
focused on helping our clients achieve
their objectives.

Moving forward
Engineering consultants have prepared
for the worst, expecting the outcomes of
COVID-19 on their industry to be more
far-reaching and devastating than what
has occurred so far. Maybe the worst is
yet to come. That said, while there have
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Testing wastewater for COVID-19:
Don’t underestimate your role as a utility
Rasha Maal-Bared, PhD, EPCOR

I

n December 2019, a newly identified member of the
coronavirus family was linked to a small cluster of viral
pneumonia cases in Wuhan, China. While this was a new virus,
it was the seventh known human coronavirus, and closely related
to the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS) and
the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS).
Based on the dramatic increase in the number of confirmed
cases over the next few months, it did not take long for the
global community to realize that this coronavirus (technically
called SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19) was far more infectious than
its famous relatives. On March 11, 2020, the World Health
Organization declared the 2019 coronavirus outbreak a
pandemic, highlighting the need for action.
What followed was the implementation of restrictive
measures, which were unprecedented in public health history.
Lockdowns, quarantines, business closures, travel bans, physical
distancing and, in some cases, mandatory respiratory protection
were employed globally. While effective in controlling COVID-19
transmission, these restrictions came at a massive cost in
terms of actual expenses and lost economic opportunities,
in addition to trade-offs in wellbeing and personal freedoms.
While it may take years to fully comprehend the impact of the
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COVID-19 pandemic on the global economy, recent work by the
Congressional Research Service in the United States predicted
that global economic growth experienced a drop of 3% to 6%
in 2020, with a corresponding drop in global trade of 13% to
32%. This cost, in combination with a decrease in numbers of
confirmed cases in many countries, encouraged regulators
and decisionmakers to start resuscitating the economy by
slowly returning to normal practices. As we ease public health
restrictions to accelerate economic recovery, local, provincial
and national health authorities are facing many questions about
COVID-19 resurgence once infection control measures are lifted.
Will we see a second wave of COVID-19 cases (i.e., a relative
increase in numbers of cases following the previous decrease)?
Will we detect this wave early enough to prepare healthcare
systems and reintroduce the proper controls?
COVID-19 monitoring has been challenging since clinical
testing has not been readily available for suspected cases in
many jurisdictions. Also, some infected individuals may appear
to be asymptomatic, not showing signs of infection. Due to lack
of awareness, these individuals will not seek medical attention,
but are infectious and remain uncaptured in our statistics. This
is why many experts around the world are starting to use, or are

considering the use of COVID-19 testing in wastewater as a
non-invasive, early-warning and complimentary tool to clinical
testing, to alert decisionmakers and healthcare systems of the
changes in COVID-19 infections within the population.
What is wastewater-based epidemiology?
Evidence has shown that the COVID-19 virus spreads from personto-person, most commonly during close contact. Person-toperson spread is thought to occur mainly via respiratory droplets,
which are produced when an infected person coughs or sneezes.
These droplets can land in the eyes, mouth, or nose of individuals
who are nearby, or can be inhaled into the lungs. The droplets
can also land on surfaces and may remain infective between two
hours to nine days, depending on environmental conditions.
Other forms of transmission have been hypothesized, but are not
supported by epidemiological data so far.
Early on, experts noted that approximately two to 10% of
patients with COVID-19 experienced diarrhea. This led researchers
to test patient feces for COVID-19 molecular material (i.e., parts or
fragments of the virus’ RNA strand). Since then, various reports have
confirmed that both symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals
shed the virus RNA in bodily excretions (e.g., feces, urine, saliva),
which then find their way into the sewerage system. Virus RNA
cannot tell us if the virus is still infective, but it can highlight that
there are people shedding the virus in the community.
Monitoring wastewater through the regular analysis of
wastewater samples for disease-causing organisms (called
pathogens) and chemicals to evaluate community health is called
wastewater-based epidemiology (WBE). Despite its newly found
hype, WBE has been used for decades for public health protection
around the globe. Environmental virologists used wastewater
testing by cell culture assays to monitor for the presence of
the poliovirus in communities in the 1940s. This approach not
only allowed public health professionals to estimate the level
of infection in the community, but it was also used to make
evidence-based decisions about initiation of polio vaccination
campaigns later on. Since then, the approach has been expanded
to include norovirus, hepatitis A, antibiotic-resistant bacteria, and
the rubeola virus (which causes the measles). In Canada, WBE has
been extensively used in the monitoring of opioids and marijuana
in the population to estimate usage.
Progress and challenges with
WBE approaches for covid-19 monitoring
While various efforts were initiated, the first successful report
of COVID-19 monitoring by WBE came from the KWR Institute
in the Netherlands. The main objective of this study was to
determine if current molecular biology tools are sensitive
enough to detect COVID-19 virus RNA in wastewater influent
at wastewater treatment plants. Once this was confirmed,
many researchers followed suit with the hopes of quantifying
the concentration of COVID-19 virus RNA to support public
health surveillance and estimate the number of infections in the
community. These approaches drew connections between the
measured influent COVID-19 virus concentrations at the plant,
COVID-19 RNA concentrations shed per capita, daily flows, and
the size of the population served. Information on the numbers

of infections would then be extrapolated on a population-scale
within sewerage watershed boundaries.
As the number of COVID-19 WBE teams increased, organized
collaborations started emerging internationally to better plan,
research and share lessons learned. In Canada, the Canadian
Water Network (CWN) contributed to the development of the
Canadian Coalition on Wastewater-Related COVID-19 Research,
which includes municipalities, utilities, researchers, public
health organizations and governments from across Canada.
Internationally, the COVID-19 WBE Collaborative (COVID19WBEC)
was formed in partnership with the Sewage Analysis CORe group
Europe (SCORE) network and the Global Water Pathogen Project
to coordinate and promote research.
Many of the members of the COVID19WBEC were previously
involved in the Water Research Foundation’s (WRF) Virtual
International Water Research Summit on COVID-19, which
produced best practices and recommendations for those
conducting COVID-19 WBE research. The WRF report
highlighted many areas where researchers needed more data
and improvements. These areas include the standardization
of analytical methods across different laboratories, increased
understanding of COVID-19 RNA shedding patterns and
concentrations in feces from infected patients, more transparent
modelling approaches to translate RNA data to clinical cases
and how to compare clinical data to WBE. The WRF report
also recognized the need for improved sampling practices and
produced a guidance document and sampling form that is meant
to guide sample collection, shipping and storage and support
result interpretation.
What is our role as utilities?
As more utilities interact with researchers who are starting to
conduct WBE research, it is becoming increasingly clear that many
academics do not necessarily understand wastewater treatment
plant sampling operations, or site-specific safety issues. Most
academics also lack an appreciation of how small wastewater
treatment systems operate and the challenges they face. This leads
researchers to often make assumptions about plant structure,
sampling practices, resources on hand, or operator knowledge.
Unlike the average academic investigation with WBE studies, the
cost of not collecting a representative sample, or not storing it
properly is high, and one that can impact public health. Thus, it is
crucial for us as utility professionals to make sure we understand
what is asked of us and to communicate clearly whether we can
meet the requested sampling procedures. Below are some areas
that need to be discussed with researchers if you are considering
participating in WBE efforts:
• Sample representativeness: While composite samples from a
wastewater treatment plant may be ideal to get a representative
sample, composite sampler bottles usually are reused and not
disinfected. In those cases, the researcher needs to determine
if the use of grab samples is sufficient to meet research needs.
Additional questions to consider include whether the collected
sample volume is sufficient for meeting plant regulatory
purposes and archiving in addition to COVID-19 testing.
• Plant flow and influent changes: This can impact the volume
and quality of plant influent, COVID-19 RNA detection, and
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•
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•

•

the calculation of COVID-19 case numbers in the community.
The WRF form provides an adequate description of rainfall
events, but does not include common practices, such as
septic hauling, landfill leachate treatment, or diurnal variations
in flow. Plants will need clear instructions on when and where
they are expected to collect samples to provide the best value
to the researcher.
Wastewater treatment plant catchment: Researchers may
not realize that sewerage watershed boundaries may not be
clearly delineated. There are many examples where different
regional collection systems exchange flows, thereby changing
the served population size, demographics and case numbers,
which need to be used for the modelling approach.
Sampling location: We collect samples from various parts of
our process using different sampling points. While the WRF
report suggests the collection of a sample post-headworks,
more discussion should be initiated. Researchers should be
cautioned against sampling primary effluent as this would lead
to an underestimation of virus RNA concentrations.
Water quality variables: Many smaller plants will not be able
to provide much detail about water quality parameters other
than those listed in their “Approval to Operate”. They will also
have restricted staffing and limited personnel. It would be
helpful to clarify with researchers which variables are essential,
and which ones are “nice to have” upon sample collection,
making sure the research demands do not deter smaller plants
from participating.
Collection system characteristics and distance between
plant and population: With so little known about the
environmental persistence of COVID-19 virus RNA, it may be
relevant to consider the impacts of combined/separate sewer
systems, pump or lift stations, and length of collection system.
Sampling, storage and shipping: Sampling bottle material
is highly reliant on the analyte you are looking for. Many
small plants will only have limited sampling bottles on hand.
Smaller plants may also use coolers, but these may not be
readily available or incorporated into the operating budget.
If samples are expected to be shipped on a weekly basis,
you may need to discuss return and circulation of coolers.
Also, if the plant is collecting weekly samples and shipping

overnight, hold times and logistics will need to be discussed,
as well as shipping costs.
• Data interpretation: If COVID-19 RNA results are
communicated to the plant, it is mainly up to the utility
to explain any irregularities in data based on the process
fluctuations, flow disturbances and what we know about influent
characteristics. Transparent and collaborative communication
between municipalities, health and environmental regulators
will be critical to WBE effort success.
• Standard Operating Procedures (SOP): It is completely
reasonable to ask the researcher for an SOP. Ensure the SOP
covers all the essential details, and especially site-specific
worker safety.
• Guidance on treated effluent: Researchers are showing
interest in evaluating treated effluent for COVID-19 virus
RNA. It is important to remember and communicate to your
stakeholders in advance that the detection of RNA does not
imply an infective virus is present, or that the process in place is
ineffective at treating COVID-19.
Without a doubt, WBE is an excellent and complementary tool to
clinical testing. It can help us determine when COVID-19 trends
in the community start changing. It also provides a quantitative
evaluation and snapshot of population health, unlike clinical tests,
which provide presence/absence data and need to be compiled
and analyzed to reflect community status. The combinations
of both surveillance methods have proven to be useful for
the planning, implementation and evaluation of public health
practices worldwide. In order for results to be useful, we need to
collaborate with public health authorities, regulators, researchers
and media outlets to ensure sample representativeness and result
interpretation take into consideration our plants’ processes and
designs. After all, every plant is unique, and no one knows our
plants like we do.
About the author
Rasha Maal-Bared is the Wastewater Treatment Specialist in
Quality Assurance and Environment at EPCOR Water Canada.
She also serves as the chair of the Water Environment
Federation’s Waterborne Infectious Disease Outbreak Control
(WIDOC) subcommittee.
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Ensuring delivery of drinking water
and wastewater essential services:
AEP’s approach in an era of COVID-19
Lyndon Gyurek, Todd Letwin, Debra Long, Alberta Environment and Parks

Introduction
Alberta communities and businesses rely on having safe
drinking water at the tap, and reliable municipal and industrial
wastewater collection and treatment to protect our rivers,
creeks, and lakes – for aquatic health, human recreation and as
our drinking water source. Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP)
regulates these activities under the Environmental Protection
and Enhancement Act (EPEA) for Alberta’s 680 municipal
drinking water systems, 53 large municipal wastewater systems
and industrial facilities, and 615 small municipal wastewater
systems. Drinking water and wastewater systems deliver these
essential services daily, and rarely do Albertans ever experience
a breakdown in service. In normal times, this union of water
infrastructure and skilled operators works so flawlessly that you
might be tempted to wonder if the magic of djinn and fairy folk
are at play!
In reality, it’s the team efforts of design engineers,
technologists, facility managers, and most importantly, the
2,800 highly skilled and experienced operators that run these
municipal treatment facilities, water distribution, and wastewater
collection systems. These operators are certified under AEP’s
Operator Certification Program, which adheres to international
standards for certification. Under normal circumstances,
municipal water systems and industrial treatment systems
are robust, and AEP’s regulatory approach is based on EPEA
authorization holders self-reporting to AEP any contraventions.
But as we’ve all learned in 2020 so far, these are not normal
circumstances: enter COVID-19.
On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization declared
COVID-19 a global pandemic. With the corona-type RNA
virus having begun its sweep across Asia and Europe, there
were growing concerns about potential impacts to critical
infrastructure and essential services here in Alberta. For drinking
water and wastewater, the concern for service disruptions
stemmed from two main risks:
• operator absences caused by COVID-19 illness, and/or
suspected infections requiring self-quarantine; and
• supply chain disruptions leading to shortages of treatment
process chemicals (e.g. alum for water coagulation treatment).
Unless prevented and/or mitigated, these risk factors have
the potential to impact water quality treatment processes.
This could lead to community-wide boil-water advisories,
or worse, pumping failures and a total loss of water supply,
which also means no fire protection. For wastewater,
service disruptions could include unresolved sanitary pipe
blockages, resulting in basement backups, public health

impacts, and only partial wastewater treatment with aquatic
degradation to watercourses.
The Alberta Emergency Plan, administered by the Alberta
Emergency Management Agency (AEMA) is the cornerstone
for emergency management for the Government of Alberta.
AEMA acts as the coordinating agency facilitating emergency
operations and coordinating activities within the Provincial
Operations Centre (POC). Representing AEP at the POC is
the Alberta Support and Emergency Response Team (ASERT).
Under ASERT, the AEP Department Coordination Centre
(DCC) was set up on March 17, 2020, to better coordinate
information and any required actions. Given the broad scope
of AEP’s activities, the DCC was comprised of various teams to
cover planning, logistics, financials, information, internal/external
communications, health and safety, operations, and liaisons with
the Government of Alberta’s Pandemic Response Planning Team
(PRPT) and the POC. The DCC Operations team was comprised
of a number of critical infrastructure units, including Parks, Waste
Management, Drinking Water and Wastewater.
AEP… as regulator and industry partner
On March 19, 2020, the Province of Alberta declared a State of
Public Health Emergency. Similarly, many municipalities were
declaring their own states of local emergency at this time.
With the POC and DCC in place, daily situation reports were
produced, to provide actionable information for provincial
decisionmakers. Specific to drinking water and wastewater,
the “normal” reporting metrics, i.e. self-reported EPEA
contraventions, are lagging indicators and AEP recognized the
critical need to develop leading (i.e. future-looking) indicators
for facility performance during a pandemic period.
As the COVID-19 pandemic unfolded in Alberta in March
2020, it became worrisome that some mutual aid agreements
between municipalities or utilities, meant to cover offemergency resourcing of certified operators and/or treatment
chemicals, could be difficult to exercise, given the uncertainties.
AEP recognized that during a global pandemic, its role needed
to adapt beyond an approval/compliance regulator to that of an
industry partner.
This additional role would include monitoring a facility’s
operational status, and providing ongoing support to assist
those systems at risk to help them continue to meet their
regulatory requirements. On March 23, 2020, Scott Milligan,
Executive Director, Regulatory Programs Branch at AEP,
communicated to all municipal systems that: “AEP’s mission
during this pandemic is to ensure Albertans have access to clean,
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safe drinking water and sanitation services. And AEP staff would
soon be contacting facilities to survey their operational status
and needs to avoid service disruptions.”
AEP’s DW/WW Pandemic Response Team
AEP’s approach was to establish an AEP Drinking Water/
Wastewater (DW/WW) Pandemic Response Team that
could directly support the DCC, POC, and the water sector.
Established in March to respond to COVID-19, the team is
co-led by Dr. Lyndon Gyurek (Director, DW/WW section) and
Todd Letwin (Regional Compliance Manager), with the DW
Unit co-led by Craig Knaus and Morna Hussey, the WW Unit,
co-led by Okey Obiajulu and Debra Long, and the Operator
Certification Unit led by Tanya Hunter and Vernice Bello.
In addition, over 30 AEP regional staff from across Alberta
supported the DW/WW pandemic team, including Alberta’s
Drinking Water Operations Specialists (DWOS).
The strategy used by the pandemic team to manage AEP’s
pandemic response was:
(1) to have up-to-date information on facility/system
performance; and,
(2) mitigation actions as needed
For information management purposes, this included:
• developing a series of questions to conduct a facility baseline
survey to capture operational status for both operator staff
resourcing and treatment chemical supplies;
• a communication protocol for facilities to contact AEP for
changes in status; and,
• implementing a geographic information system (GIS) tool
for capturing this information and for internal situation reporting.
A three-phased approach was undertaken for the baseline surveys.
Starting in March, Phase 1 involved contacting all 680
drinking water systems, Phase 2, in May, focused on the 53 large
municipal WW systems and industrial WW systems; and Phase 3,
completed in July 2020, was for the 615 small municipal WW
systems. With up-to-date information on facility/system status, a
number of AEP mitigation actions could then be undertaken to
support a pandemic response, in particular, the development of
a new ‘Conditional’ Operator Program.
Partnering with the water industry was essential for both

maintaining up-to-date information on the operator staffing
resource issues and chemical supply inventories, as well as in
developing AEP’s pandemic response actions. Starting on March
20, 2020, daily touch-base meetings were held between the
pandemic team and industry partners from the Alberta chapter
of the Public Works Association (Jeannette Austin and Michelle
Tetreault) and the Alberta Water and Wastewater Operators
Association (Dan Rites). Meeting frequency was reduced in
a staged approach, and as of July, is now bi-weekly. As well,
it was important to engage Alberta’s two largest municipal
water utilities – the City of Calgary and EPCOR Water. Regular
meetings were held with Calgary and EPCOR to learn about
operator and facility needs, and their respective capabilities to
lend support to smaller municipal water systems, if needed.
Information management tools (DW2OST)
The Drinking Water and Wastewater Operations Status Tool
(DW2OST) uses geospatial technology to identify the operational
status of Alberta’s facilities, and then pinpoints trends which
may affect the ability of those systems to supply safe water and
wastewater treatment. It makes use of a web-based digitized
map (ArcGIS) and Survey 123 software as a tracker to monitor
the operating status of drinking water and wastewater facilities
across the province.
AEP staff contacted each facility by phone, and facility
owners/operators provided information on a number of survey
questions, such as operating condition, staff availability,
treatment chemical stocks, and treated water or effluent quality.
Procedures were developed for AEP to maintain contact with our
regulated facilities. Action guides and frequently asked question
fact sheets were provided to communicate tasks and deadlines
to AEP staff, and to support consistent messaging during
interactions with drinking water and wastewater facility staff.
With baseline information entered into GIS, a new business
process was implemented to acquire up-to-date facility status
for leading performance metrics. All facilities were provided
digitized maps, which included contact names and phone
numbers for regional AEP staff. For emergent risks to facility
performance (i.e. operator illnesses) that were not yet EPEA
contraventions, operators were asked to contact these
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map-listed AEP staff. Outside normal business hours, operators
were requested to contact the Alberta Environmental and
Dangerous Goods Emergencies (EDGE) reporting hotline to
provide this non-compliance, leading indicator information. Of
course, for any EPEA contravention, self-reporting was required
via EDGE as per normal practice.
‘Conditional’ DW/WW Operator program
To help drinking water and wastewater systems impacted
by COVID-19-related staff absences, AEP developed its
“Conditional” Operator Certification Program, which
will allow conditionally certified operators to serve the
emergency needs of municipal water systems to avoid any
disruptions in service. Candidates for the program can
include: former certified operators who held certification in
the past 10 years, whose certification may have lapsed; or
those on the cusp of earning sufficient work experience at a
facility to receive their certification.
Possible sources of emergency operators were large
municipalities, private operating companies, certified operators
working at some provincial parks, and mutual aid agreements
with neighbouring facilities. When a facility exhausted all efforts
to maintain sufficient coverage to meet regulatory requirements,
they requested assistance through a number of venues: DWOS,
AEP contact lists, AEP’s Operator Certification Unit, industry
associations, or the POC.

A formal procedure was developed to address inquiries for
conditional operators, this triage approach considered the
following criteria in order of preference:
(1) conditional certification of existing facility staff;
(2) municipal sharing agreements;
(3) private contractor availability; and,
(4) association job postings
As a last resort, the facility submitted a Contingent Operator
Request Form to the DW/WW Operator Certification Unit.
As of July 31, 2020, a total of 10 operators have been granted
conditional certifications to help provide operational support
to a number of smaller-sized municipal drinking water systems.
These conditional certifications will expire on December 31, 2020
with possibility of extension, if circumstances warrant.
AEP mitigations – a timeline
To address concerns related to treatment chemical supplies,
the inventory status for drinking water facilities at the City of
Calgary and EPCOR Water (Edmonton) was assessed through
regular meetings. On April 22, 2020, AEP provided a letter
to these major utilities to enable them to request they be
given top priority from their respective chemical suppliers for
shipment deliveries. In a worst-case scenario, the mitigation
option was for AEP to request a portion of a chemical
shipment to these major facilities be diverted to supply a
smaller municipality if needed.
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The following milestones were achieved:
March 24: Conditional Certification Policy developed and posted
on the Certification webpage for use by facilities.
March 25: AEP’s COVID-19 Pandemic Planning for the Water and
Wastewater Sector: Business Continuity Planning for Water &
Wastewater Systems was provided to facilities.
April 9: Frequently Asked Questions: COVID-19 – Drinking
Water Facilities was provided and included the following
recommendations:
- to support remote access, test your video calling capabilities;
- contact neighbouring DW or WW facilities to explore mutual aid;
- contact chemical suppliers and be informed of any supply concerns;
- maintain healthy chemical inventory stockpiles; and
- avoid unnecessary potential exposures to COVID-19.
April 9: The Government of Alberta granted essential worker
status to drinking water and wastewater facility staff. This
enabled operators to have priority access to COVID-19 testing
and Government of Alberta PPE requisitioning.
April 16: COVID-19 Guidance for Wastewater Workers was provided.
May 7: Certification Bulletin: COVID-19 Water and Wastewater
Operator Updates were sent to operators to inform of: deferral of
payment for all operator renewal fees until January 2021; increased
online availability of operator training courses for CEUs; and
protective COVID-19 safeguards to enable certification exams to
be written in ‘live’ classrooms as per regular practice.
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May 25: Guidance is provided on water line flushing to large
commercial/institutional buildings owners/property managers to
address public health concerns from stagnant water.
June 16: Alberta’s Provincial State of Emergency ends.
August: TBD.
Looking forward
With the COVID-19 pandemic still unfolding, and the risk to
our drinking water and wastewater services ever present, it’s
important for us to remain vigilant with public health measures
and operational resiliency. Adaptive business practices are
key for sustaining operations and avoiding service disruptions.
With this in mind, the DW/WW Pandemic Response team
remains active, albeit meeting on a reduced frequency with our
industry partners. Business practices for maintaining up-to-date
operational status remain in place, weekly DW/WW situation
reports continue to be produced for decisionmakers, and the
Conditional Operator Certification Program remains in place.
As well, AEP is supporting an Alberta-based monitoring study,
grant funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research
(CIHR), for COVID-19 in wastewater. As part of this study,
AEP has recruited a number of wastewater treatment plants
serving towns and cities across Alberta including Calgary
and Edmonton. This wastewater monitoring effort will help to
support Alberta’s public health surveillance for COVID-19.
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Connecting water and hygiene expertise
with need in a smaller world
Olivier Mills, Centre for Affordable Water & Sanitation Technology

I

n late March 2020, the world suddenly
got smaller. Unprecedented is how the
world would define our new reality as
we all reacted to the very same threat.
I received an online message from a
friend and colleague based in London,
UK. Sian White, an expert in hygiene
behaviour, sits next to some of the
world’s leading researchers in virology,
epidemiology and hygiene. She is a
research fellow on WASH and behaviour
change at the London School of Hygiene
& Tropical Medicine (LSHTM).
“We need to do something about
this,” Sian messaged. As the outbreak
became a pandemic, we both knew that
people in the low- and middle-income
countries that we worked in would be hit
much harder, since they lack the systems
and resources that so-called “developed
countries” have. Along with the disease,
misinformation about the coronavirus
had already started spreading. It was
important to act quickly.
Both of our organizations, the Centre
for Affordable Water and Sanitation
Technology (CAWST) in Calgary,
Alberta, and the LSHTM, work to
alleviate poverty through safe drinking
water, sanitation and hygiene. We do
this through practical research and
building people’s knowledge and skills.
LSHTM has researchers and experts;
we have practitioners, reach, and online
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technology. So, in less than a week
we built the COVID-19 Hygiene Hub
(hygienehub.info), an online space that
connects experts with practitioners to
share scientifically backed information
about COVID-19 and how to fight it.
Within a month, we had hundreds
of organizations, governments, water
professionals and individuals accessing
the technical resources and expertise.
The World Health Organization, UNICEF
and half a dozen leading global agencies
chipped in with their expertise and
guidance. We witnessed engineers,
scientists, researchers, community
health leaders and academics come
together for one common cause. As
the evidence-based knowledge on
COVID-19 grew, the Hygiene Hub’s
informational resources did too. We
translated everything into French,
Spanish and Arabic, to maximize our
reach and ensure resources were
available for people who needed them

the most. In our first three months,
over 14,000 users from 180 countries
accessed the Hub.
The power of human adaptability
As a water organization based in
Western Canada, our staff could no
longer travel to provide the in-person
training and consulting services like
we had for the past 19 years. To stay
connected with our clients globally
during the pandemic, we redoubled
our service delivery and resources into
the online space. Water and hygiene
knowledge have been crucial to building
solutions. But what works in some
places, doesn’t in others. For example,
clean water and soap are in short
supply in some parts of the world. With
handwashing being key to preventing
the spread of COVID-19, how can
people wash their hands well if water
and soap are scarce? Is handwashing
with grey water effective, or does water

have to be treated first? How can we
build low-cost touch-free hygiene
stations for public spaces? If internet
connectivity is poor, what other
means are proving effective to reach
communities with hygiene messaging?
In a pandemic, when individuals have
to choose between using water to
drink, bathe or wash their hands, these
are time -sensitive, life-and-death
questions. We realized that people
in low-resource countries needed
guidance on how to respond quickly to
COVID-19 in their communities. They
were looking for a source of reliable
information about hygiene program
behaviour change, hygiene kits,
personal protective equipment and
effective communication. Knowledge
about what’s working in similar
settings, what isn’t, and how to make
the best of what resources they had.
The online space was the fastest, safest
and easiest way to reach them with this
information. So, we brought together
local and global technical experts to
provide and share answers.
If there is one thing I have learned
through this initiative, it is the power
of human adaptability and ingenuity.
As a water engineer trained in both
the technical aspects of water supply

and the social aspects of sustainable
water access in low-income contexts, it
has become clear to me that when the
right people get together for the right
purpose, we can quickly find solutions
that work. This initiative was one great
example of that. The wide range of
disciplines, from virus research to web
development to hygiene programming,
created a positive tension in the design
process. While we were struggling at
home here in Canada, figuring out who
was going to take care of the kids or
disinfect the groceries, we were also
thinking about the organizations we
support overseas. Those who weren’t
getting any science-based information
or technical support in their countries,
were still motivated to take action in
their communities. As they started
sharing their COVID-19 response
initiatives, we were blown away by
the resourcefulness emerging from
places with scarce financial means.
Their innovations were rich in creativity:
attention-grabbing messages, low-cost
handwashing station designs and
inclusive community engagement
approaches. So far, our online map has
captured over 211 different initiatives in
65 countries, ranging from a response
app in Kenya, to working with faith

We are engineers.
We are educators.
We are water.

leaders in Afghanistan and with sports
celebrities in Tanzania.
As the world continues to shrink, and
the future remains uncertain, one thing
we can be sure of is that we all play a
role in each other’s future. While we
need to keep physically distant from
each other, working closely online to find
solutions is essential to collective public
health, not just for ourselves, but for
those around us. The water sector builds
more than infrastructure or knowledge.
We build motivation, resilience, hope
and a sense of togetherness. Because it
is by coming together in new ways that
we all grow.
Olivier Mills, MEng, MSc
is a senior director at
CAWST. He has spent
over 15 years in the
water sector working in
Uganda, Burkina Faso,
Mali, Congo, India, Tunisia, Ethiopia,
South Sudan, Zambia, Cameroon and
Haiti. Calgary has been home for Olivier
and his family since 2008. Passionate
about most things water and web,
he leads the Virtual Services team at
CAWST, Wash’Em, and the COVID-19
Hygiene Hub. Connect with Olivier on
LinkedIn at linkedin.com/in/oliviermills.

We are the Centre for Affordable
Water & Sanitation Technology
(CAWST), a Calgary-based charity and
professional engineering consultancy
working to address the global need
for safe drinking water, sanitation and
hygiene in low- and middle-income
countries.
When you donate to CAWST, you
are helping engineer a future where
everyone has access to safe water.

cawst.org | hygienehub.info
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City of Saskatoon Water Treatment Plant
responds to COVID-19
Brian Sibley, City of Saskatoon

T

he COVID-19 pandemic is an unprecedented event in the
water treatment industry. At the onset of the pandemic,
information was sparse and changed rapidly with there
being several unknowns of the impacts. The City of Saskatoon
Water Treatment Plant (WTP) and decision makers were tasked
with evaluating safety, operations, finances, and other risks
associated with the pandemic and developing a quick and
effective response while still maintaining business continuity.
After several months of the pandemic, the industry continues
to adjust to changing conditions and continuously improve
responses. Water treatment is an essential service and through
a continuously evolving pandemic must continue to meet
regulations and provide clean and safe drinking water to the
public.
The objective of the WTP’s response to COVID-19 is to
maintain business continuity providing the public with clean
and safe drinking water while simultaneously protecting
its staff and public from the spread of COVID-19. The WTP
collaborated with its strategic partners in the City and
provincial stakeholders including the City’s Emergency
Management Organization which formed an Operations
Centre (EOC), corporate Occupational Health and Safety,
corporate Human Resources, Saskatchewan Health Authority
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(SHA), and Water Security Agency (WSA) to develop and
implement a coordinated response. The magnitude and
nuances of this pandemic brought about unique challenges
and opportunities. It required immediate action and
implementation of several measures with constantly changing
information and unknowns. The COVID-19 response plan
addresses protection of staff and public and prevention
of COVID-19 transmission, operation and maintenance
of the plant to maintain level of service, and policies and
procedures.
During the early stages of the pandemic, staff capable of
performing work duties remotely were immediately to begin
working from home to reduce congestion and personnel
interaction on site. This included managers, engineers,
finance, administration, and other office staff. Modifications
to schedules and work plans were made for the laboratory,
operations, and maintenance staff, who must be on site to
perform work duties. For example, the number of allowable
individuals working within the laboratory was reduced.
Operators are essential to the operation of the water
treatment plant and procedures were put in place to ensure
separation of operators from other plant staff as well as
between rotating shifts. The operators shift schedule was
revised so that four
people would be
available to each threeperson crew, allowing
for one person to be
on the work-fromhome rotation, on
Residual Handling Facility
holidays, or dealing
Low Lift
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Screen Chamber
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incoming operators enter the control room. Some operations
staff were set up to work from home, which further minimized
personnel interactions.
The maintenance staff began working on a three-week
rotation of skeleton crews to limit staff exposure and provide
a 14-day window between shifts. The crews focused on
preventative maintenance and maintaining level of service;
all other projects were evaluated on a priority basis. As the
pandemic progressed, rather than three-crew rotations, the
plant split the crews into two groups: remote sites and WTP.
One crew works at remote sites (reservoirs, intakes) and the
other crew works at the WTP maintaining separation between
the two and limiting interaction.
All staff and visitors to the WTP and its remote sites must
complete a mandatory COVID-19 screening assessment
prior to entering the premises and may not enter if showing
any symptoms or have been in contact with a confirmed
or probable case of COVID-19. Access to the WTP was
initially limited to staff only, and slowly opened to visitors
on an as-needed basis. All staff and visitors must maintain a
two-metre separation between one another and if not, must
wear a mask. Disinfection of surfaces and hand sanitizing
at the plant is a priority with dedicated staff cleaning
and replenishing hand sanitizer daily. Awareness of the
COVID-19 safety precautions is critical; signage is placed at
all entrances and throughout the plant and its facilities.
Several challenges accompanied the response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. With certain staff now performing
their duties remotely from home, support staff, such as
the IT department, were tasked with ensuring employees
had the computers and equipment required, software,
access to the network and files, ongoing technical
support, and other services necessary to effectively work
from home. Communication with staff remotely also had
difficulties, but is a necessity to ensure continuation of
job functions and safety as well as disseminating rapidly
evolving information. Forms of communication include
daily coordination conference calls, bulletin emails, as
well as utilizing software such as Microsoft Teams for team
meetings, video calls, and file sharing. Other challenges
include financial impacts, acquisition of supplies, and
reduced staffing to maintain levels of service. To address
the reduced staff other City of Saskatoon employees with
reduced workloads due to COVID-19 were temporarily
reassigned to assist at the WTP.
Learning lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic have
highlighted opportunities to bolster emergency response
plans. Emergency response plans had previously been
updated to address past public health concerns such as
SARS and H1N1, and are constantly being revised as the
COVID-19 pandemic evolves. Considerations are given to
safety, communication, finances, regulations, operations,
maintenance, stakeholders, and other aspects of the
organization impacted by the pandemic. The WTP team
continues to evaluate the challenges and impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic to improve preparation and response
plans for potential future pandemics.

The City of Saskatoon Water Treatment Plant has had to
quickly and efficiently implement innovative responses to
unique challenges that were not foreseen due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Several – if not all – aspects of the water treatment
business were impacted in some way by COVID-19. As an
essential service, the WTP must continue to operate and meet
all regulatory requirements to provide clean and safe drinking
water to the public during the pandemic. The situation continues
to evolve with an unknown end date, but has provided valuable
information, lessons learned, and opportunities to address gaps
in the organization and for preparation and response planning of
potential future pandemics.
•
•
•
•
•
•

#9-50 Thornhill Drive
Dartmouth, NS B3B 1S1
Tel: (902) 468-9447
Cell: (902) 499-1965
aquadata.tom@ns.aliantzinc.ca
www.aquadata.com

•
•
•

Inspection of hydrants and valves
Preparation of unidirectional
flushing programs and execution
Leak detection
AquaGEOTM hydraulic modeling
software
Hazen-Williams Coefficient testing
Flow pressure and fire flow testing
Aqua Zoom camera diagnosis of
wastewater systems
Manhole inspections with 360
degree camera
Canalis Wastewater collection
software

Package Sewage
Treatment Plants
Plants treating communities from 100 to 7500 people

• Membrane Bioreactors (MBR)
• Moving Bed Bioreactors (MBBR)
• Integrated Fixed Film Activated Sludge (IFAS)
Custom engineered
treatment systems

bipurewater.com
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The Right Team for Your Project

Our diverse group of professionals share an enthusiasm for community infrastructure. From planning through to
design and construction management, we create nimble teams to tackle the unique requirements of every project.
This integrated service offering gives you the experts you need, when you need them.
EDMONTON | CALGARY | CANMORE | LETHBRIDGE | GRANDE PRAIRIE | LANGLEY | BURNABY | SQUAMISH
WEST KOOTENAY | EAST KOOTENAY | VANCOUVER ISLAND | KAMLOOPS | SASKATOON

®

You Deserve the
Cutter Cartridge Advantage
®

TASKMASTER® TWIN SHAFT GRINDERS

with unique Cutter Cartridge® technology set the
standard for reliability and performance!

Each Cutter Cartridge combines six individual cutters
and spacers into a rugged, one-piece element.
This greatly enhances unit strength,
reduces maintenance and eliminates
the need for cutter stack retightening.
To learn more about this and all of our unique grinding,
screening, septage receiving and washing technologies,
call us or visit us online today.

Since
1918

Celebrating 100 Years!
www.franklinmiller.com 973-535-9200
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PUBLIC HEALTH

Community water and sanitation policy
in the Canadian Arctic – a history
Ken Johnson, exp

Inuit transition
from subsistence economy
The health of Indigenous peoples
in the Canadian Arctic was officially
determined to be a responsibility of the
Government of Canada in 1939 through
a Supreme Court ruling. For decades
before this, long-term contacts with
European explorers, whalers and fur
traders had affected Inuit economic
and survival practices, shifting the focus
from subsistence hunting to commercial
trapping. This caused some Inuit to
spend long periods of the year living
in one place, such as near Hudson’s
Bay Company posts, where they could
exchange their furs for trade goods.
The construction of defence
project sites, such as the Distant Early
Warning Line after the Second World
War created centres where Inuit could
obtain employment, medical services,
and often trade goods, thereby encouraging the transition from a subsistence
economy. Military activity after the war
and subsequent economic development
in the Arctic brought infectious diseases,
such as tuberculosis, that were especially
dangerous to the Inuit.
Although the Government of Canada
expressed concern about Inuit health
circumstances, it was not until the 1967
relocation of the Government of the
Northwest Territories (GNWT) from

Ottawa to Yellowknife that change was
initiated. Moving the GNWT meant an
expansion of the territorial civil service,
and the creation of many jobs. The
increased presence of government
administrators in the Arctic improved
the territorial and federal governments’
awareness of social concerns and the
need to improve public health.
Limited level of service
In the early 1960s, only seven communities in the NWT, which included Nunavut,
were partially served by piped water and
sewage services, including Fort Smith,
Hay River, Yellowknife, Fort Simpson,
Norman Wells, Inuvik and Iqaluit (then
Frobisher Bay). By the end of the 1960s,
the level of water and sanitation services
in the Arctic continued to be poor,
marked by inadequate water quality and
quantities, unsanitary wastewater collection and waste disposal practices, and
infrastructure limitations exacerbated by
minimal indoor plumbing in houses and
other buildings in the community.
The need for better services was
obvious from the health statistics related
to poor water and sanitation conditions.
During the period 1970 to 1973, 25
people died of gastrointestinal diseases,
and it was reasoned that gastrointestinal
diseases were typically caused by poor
sanitation conditions. Some 3,500 cases

of gastrointestinal disease were reported
in 1971 and 5,000 in 1970.
NWT communities also experienced
a high incidence of infant mortality,
hepatitis and bacillary dysentery, which
are attributable, in part, to poor water
and sanitation services. Sanitationrelated diseases were up to 40 times
more common in the NWT than in the
rest of Canada.
The NWT water and sanitation policy
It was clear that major investments in
water and sanitation infrastructure were
required. Some funding had been made
available for improvements in the larger
communities, however, services in the
50 smaller communities were limited to
non-existent. Water was delivered by
truck to households at $5.00 per month
while sewage and garbage pick-up
was provided free of charge. Delivery
capacity, water quality and quantity,
waste disposal facilities and the housing
stock to receive these services was very
inadequate.
By 1973, the NWT Government
had made it a priority to develop a
comprehensive new Policy to address
the growing crisis of poor water and
sanitation services in NWT communities.
The advent of the new (1970) federal
Northern Inland Waters Act also
increased the urgency to improve

Iqaluit in Nunavut, Arctic Canada
Fall 2020
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community sewage and garbage
disposal facilities.
The Policy was eventually approved
in 1974, and the first year of capital
funding was included in the 1975/76
GNWT budget in the amount of $4
million. Operating costs still needed
to be obtained from within normal
program funding, but this was still a
major milestone toward significant
improvements in community water and
sanitation services.

Capital planning,
budgets and priorities
With a new and funded Policy in place,
one of the first tasks to be implemented
was the development of a comprehensive
inventory and assessment of water and
sanitation infrastructure in each NWT
community, including housing, road
and local drainage conditions. While
population health data was relatively
accessible, data regarding conditions for
infrastructure was limited and unreliable.

We understand the challenge of finding the right balance between plant
efficiency and compliance with industry standards and legal requirements.

OBSERVE
+ CONSERVE
You meet your efficiency goals and reduce costs
without compromising on water quality.

Proline Promag W 0 x DN full bore – The world’s first
electromagnetic flowmeter for unrestricted measurements
• Measure reliably – independent of flow
profile and mounting location
• The first and only electromagnetic flowmeter
with no inlet and outlet runs (0 x DN) as well
as no pipe restriction (full-bore design) and
thus no pressure loss
• Installation directly after bends, perfect
for space-restricted areas and on skids

Do you want to learn more?
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In the summer of 1976 through to
the spring of 1977, GNWT staff visited
the communities in each Region and
documented local infrastructure and
related conditions. This data was critical
in determining where minimum service
levels were not being met, and where
improvements to water and sanitation
service facilities were greatly needed.
In general terms, the safe delivery of
sufficient potable water and collection of
sewage and solid waste was the highest
priority for infrastructure improvement.
The assurance of sustainable and quality
water sources was the next priority with
consideration of bacteriological, chemical
and aesthetic water qualities.
Sewage treatment and solid waste
facilities improvement was the third
priority, and involved the safe location
of sewage outfalls and waste treatment
facilities which would be adequate to
protect the environment.
This general ranking of priorities was
influenced by related considerations,
such as risk of the spread of disease, the
population directly affected, significance
of environmental impacts, and cost.
Signs of improvement
Considerable improvement in service
levels were achieved by the early 1980s.
A 1982 report on the status of water and
sanitation facilities concluded that there
had been considerable improvement in
the acceptability of water and sanitation
facilities in NWT communities since 1973.
The 1982 status report indicated that
NWT communities were “approximately
70% toward attaining overall acceptability
of water and sanitation services.” A 70%
acceptability in terms of overall water and
sanitation service levels was a significant
improvement achieved in a relatively
short period of time, however there
were many communities remaining,
in which facilities and services were
still inferior. In the 35-plus years since
the status report, improvements in
community water and sanitation systems
have continued, and a milestone was
reached in 2014 with the completion of
a project to provide an advanced water
treatment facility in each and every
community of the Northwest Territories.
Nunavut has yet to meet this milestone,
but work on water treatment is ongoing.

Fall 2020
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Clean hands save lives – the importance
of clean, accessible water for handwashing

O

ver the years, we have shared
many stories about Water For
People’s vision to improve
access to clean water and sanitation
services around the world, including
the successes achieved to date in
reaching the goal of Everyone Forever.
We have watched the organization
grow from a small group of dedicated
individuals in the American Water
Works Association to the international
non-profit Water For People is today.
This year, as we each began to worry
about running out of toilet paper,
something greater was brought to
light, and Water For People’s work was
recognized as being more important
than ever.

How many times in the last day have
you washed your hands? Over the last
few months, many people have gained
a new appreciation of the importance
of handwashing as a basic necessity
in slowing of COVID-19. Unfortunately,
for many people around the world,
handwashing is not a simple task, and
is really a privilege. Two billion people
around the world still lack access to
clean water for handwashing.
As COVID-19 continues to spread
and reaches these populations, the
results could be devastating.
Water for People was recently
featured in a New York Times
article on this very subject. Opinion
columnist Nicholas Kristof wrote

Water Monitoring Experts
HOBO pH and Temperature Data Logger
• Quick and easy setup and data offload with HOBOconnect app
• Guided pH calibration process cuts time and effort

Vancouver | Oakville | Montréal
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“Here’s How You Can Change Lives
in the Pandemic”, discussing the
importance of organizations like
Water For People.
Water For People has improved
the way of life for millions of people
around the world. The work we
contribute in Western Canada
specifically aids Water For People’s
mission in two districts of Peru –
Asunción and Cascas. Both districts
have seen significant progress in the
last few years in access to clean water
and sanitation services, partly owing to
all our WCW volunteers and sponsors.
We are happy to report that 2019
was our biggest year yet – with $37,000
raised for Water For People! We owe
this to our volunteers and our many
sponsors – Thank You! Every little bit
goes a long way.
While we were disappointed to
cancel our planned 2020 events, we
remain committed to our cause, and
hopeful to pick up where we left off
as soon as we can safely do so. In
the meantime, you may ask “what
can I do?”.
Of course, while donations go a
long way, we would also encourage
you to help promote awareness.
Spread the word and share the facts
– we know clean hands save lives,
but the simple act of handwashing
is still unreachable for far too many.
Remind others that the privilege of
clean water for handwashing is still
out of reach for two billion people,
and celebrate that we have readily
accessible clean water in Western
Canada. And when things do return
to a new normal, we hope you will
join us at one of the many future
events where we will continue to
work towards the goal of clean
water for all.

TARGET PRODUCTS LTD.

Filter and Water Well Supply Division
“Your Filter Media Specialists”

A wholly-owned subsidiary of The QUIKRETE® Companies
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ABBOTSFORD, BC Don Larsen 1-888-484-1258
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www.targetproducts.com
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NEWS FROM THE FIELD

WINNIPEG, MB
We regret to record the
passing of Bob Romanetz
on June 20. Bob worked for
over 40 years as a consulting engineer with Reid
Crowther, UMA and AECOM, focusing on
design of water and wastewater infrastructure for northern and rural communities in Manitoba. He was a member of
MWWA for 33 years. A native of Ethelbert
(near Dauphin), Bob was raised on a farm
with 11 siblings. He was predeceased
by his parents, two daughters, and one
brother. He will be missed by his wife
Linda, son Terry, granddaughter Paisley, a
large extended family, and many friends.

NEW YORK
A global strategic platform established
by KKR and XPV Water Partners to
provide end-to-end nutrient management
solutions, today announced the
acquisition of Environmental Dynamics
Waste Water products plus NMac 4.65 x 4.65.pdf
International, Inc. (EDI), a leading global

1

manufacturer of diffused aeration systems.
The addition of EDI accelerates
the growth of the water quality
platform’s nutrient management
offerings through Nexom, Inc. (Nexom)
and Environmental Operating Solutions,
Inc. (EOSi). In connection with the
acquisition, EDI will integrate into Nexom,
combining EDI’s expertise in serving
medium- to large-scale treatment
facilities – both in North America and
internationally – with Nexom’s expertise in
serving small- to medium-sized treatment
facilities. As CEO of Nexom, Martin
Hildebrand will lead the combined entities.
Founded in 1975 with its headquarters
in Columbia, Missouri, EDI specializes in
the research, development and application
of advanced technology aeration and
biological treatment solutions for
municipal and industrial wastewater. EDI’s
systems have been installed in over 7,000
facilities across 100 countries, benefiting
more than an estimated 300 million people
around the world.
1/24/2018 7:37:09 AM
Based in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Nexom
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Shaft Grinders

Full Service-in-Place
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SASKATOON, SK
As the world looks for more efficient ways to
stem the threat to global water supplies as it
relates to unsustainable corporate practices,
the University of Saskatchewan’s Global
Institute for Water Security (GIWS) is making
inroads with its new alliance with Ceres, a
non-profit organization that seeks solutions
to some of the world’s sustainability
challenges. According to Water Canada, the
goal of this partnership is to develop a new
global assessment, with GIWS conducting
research and analysis to evaluate company
and investor practices and their impact
on water scarcity, pollution, compromised
ecosystems, etc.
Of particular interest to GIWS is the
agribusiness sector to which consumption
of more than 70% of the world’s fresh water
supplies is attributed.
Valuing Water Finance Task Force, a
recently launched group of pension funds
and commercial banks, and the Government
of Netherlands Valuing Water Initiative will
also join the evaluation process in an effort
to ensure the assessment remains relevant
to capital market audiences.

RESOLUTE BAY, NU
NEMO® Mini
Metering Pump

NETZSCH Canada, Inc.
Tel: 705-797-8426
ntc@netzsch.com
www.pumps.netzsch.com
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provides proven technologies that enable
new and existing wastewater treatment plants
to meet their nutrient reduction targets.
Nexom has developed or acquired seven
biological or filtration-based technologies,
all of which are used for wastewater nutrient
removal. Nexom benefits from a strong
portfolio of products with technical differentiation in certain use cases, and a portfolio of
references (700+ successful installations).
“Adding EDI to our platform is an
incredible strategic fit. I look forward to
working closely with the employees of
EDI to grow the combined business,”
said Martin Hildebrand, CEO of Nexom.

Upgrading work on Canada’s most northern
water utility in Qausuittuq, Nunavut, also
known as Resolute Bay, is continuing in
2020. The COVID-19 crisis has made this
work even more challenging because of
the 14-day isolation period required for
anyone travelling to Nunavut. The upgrading
work began following the completion of
planning-related work and the selection
of an option for complete replacement
by exp. The work then advanced through

NEWS FROM THE FIELD

preliminary engineering, detailed design,
and phased implementation.
The first phase of improvements entailed
the replacement of the buried water
and sewer network within the townsite.
These new networks incorporated current
practices in arctic utility design, including
pre-insulated, high-density polyethylene
piping, insulated steel access vaults,
looped networks, reheating systems, and
continuous circulation of the water system.
Qausuittuq construction presents some
of the greatest logistic and implementation
challenges in the Canadian Arctic. The
sealift arrives late in the construction season,
which provides for a very limited work
program during the year for materials to be
shipped. The project design recognized
the limitations in the scope of work that
could be achieved in each season, as well
as the requirement for reliable operation
over the long winter during the system
construction. The work underway in 2020
includes upgrading the water treatment
process equipment in the existing building,
incorporating filtration equipment,
disinfection equipment, circulation pumps,
and a laboratory area. Site works will be
undertaken at the water supply lake, and will
include the access road and a power line, a
new intake system and a new transmission
supply main interconnecting the pump
house with the water treatment plant.
The project team includes Project
Manager Salah Abouelnaga from the
Government of Nunavut, Project Manager
Tony Whalen and Process Engineer Eric Bell
from exp, and Project Manager Gordon
Patterson from Tower Arctic Limited.

EDMONTON, AB
Ken Johnson has joined exp in the
position of Director of
Arctic Engineering, based
in Edmonton. exp is a
multidisciplinary consulting
company with 3,500
employees across North America with
knowledge and experience in water, earth,
environment, transportation and facilities.
Ken will continue to lead and develop
work on water and sanitation projects in
Nunavut, the Northwest Territories and
the Yukon, bringing the support of exp’s
40 years of knowledge and experience
of water and sanitation work in Nunavut.

Ken is well known across the Canadian
Arctic and within his engineering scope
of practice, he is a Canadian authority on
Arctic water, sanitation and hygiene, and
also an Arctic civil engineering historian.
Ken also shares this knowledge
and experience through the Northern
Territories Water and Waste Association,
Western Canada Water, the National
Research Council of Canada, the
Canadian Standards Association, the
University of the Arctic, the Canadian
Society for Civil Engineering, and the
American Society of Civil Engineers.

EDMONTON, AB
Suchit Kaila, WSP’s Regional Manager,
Water and Wastewater, Alberta, is pleased
to announce that Dr.
Lalith Liyanage has been
appointed Technical
Director, Water and Wastewater for
Western Canada, working out of WSP’s
Edmonton office. Lalith has been a
resident of Edmonton for over 25 years

and has a Ph.D. in environmental engineering from the University of Alberta. He
brings in 30 years of water and wastewater
treatment experience, and has provided
technical leadership for many projects in
Alberta, across Canada and internationally.
These include project planning, regulatory approvals, design, commissioning,
operation and de-commissioning. He is
skilled in a wide spectrum of municipal,
industrial and cold-climate (arctic) water
and wastewater treatment, as well as
climate change resiliency planning for
water and wastewater infrastructure, and
biosolids management.
Lalith has developed numerous operator
training courses, and has been conducting
training for several municipalities and
in association with the Alberta Water
and Wastewater Operator Association
(AWWOA) for over 15 years. He has
published more than 50 technical articles
related to water and wastewater treatment
in the Journal – American Water Works
Association (AWWA) and US Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA).

www.pandakota.com
Pan Dakota Dive Services is ready to get started on your project whenever you need them, providing a
team of expert commercial divers for public safety booms, underwater construction, ROV inspections,
hydro maintenance, inspections, potable water servicing, recovery and repairs. Pan Dakota uses an array
of high-tech tools and equipment suited to each job.
Services Offered:
• General Commercial Dive Services
• ROV Inspections • Potable Water Servicing
• Cleaning/Inspections/Maintenance
• Public Safety Booms • Construction
• Hydro Maintenance • Portable Dams
• Search and Recovery • Underwater Repairs
• Underwater Digital Ultrasonic
Thickness Gauge Testing
• Swiftwater & Ice Rescue • Jetboat

Pan Dakota Dive Services is a
proud member of ISNetworld and the
Canadian Association of Dive Contractors.

Cam
403-870-6699
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WCS AWWA REPORT
The Western Canada Section of the American Water Works Association unites local water community
professionals in providing safe and sustainable water through committed leadership, innovative
technology, constant knowledge exchange, and continuous education.

Joe Zimmer,
WCS AWWA
Chair

2020 Scholarship Awards

Membership Awards

WCS AWWA is pleased to announce the
first-ever Scholarship Awardees. The
scholarship program was set up in 2019.
Information and application forms are available
online at: www.wcsawwa.net/index.php/
about-us/scholarships.
The following scholarships are available:
• Merit Scholarship
• Diversity in Water Scholarship
• Legacy Member Bursary
• Member Grant
• Water Campaign Grant
• The One AWWA Operator Scholarship

Silver Water Drop 25 years of cumulative membership
• Paul C. Wobma, P.Eng
• Chris Macey, P.E.
• Don Burgess, P.Eng
• Albert Munro, P.Eng
• Ken Mattes
• John MacDonald

Awarded in 2020
• Merit Scholarship – $1,500
• Niko Wicharuk – University of Saskatchewan
• Legacy Member Bursary – $500
• Connor Johnson – Moose Jaw, SK
• The One AWWA Operator Scholarship – $500
• Alexander Follis – Edmonton, AB
• Ricardo Wolff – Edmonton, AB

virtual summit

September 23–24, 2020
awwa.org/AWWAvirtualSummit

AWWA

Connect virtually to exchange knowledge and collaborate
EDUCATION, INNOVATION, AND EXCHANGE
on total water solutions during this world-class digital event.

virtual summit

AWWA

EDUCATION, INNOVATION, AND EXCHANGE
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Life Member Award 30 years or more of cumulative
membership and 65 years of age.
• Karim Kassam, P.Eng
• Alan A. Thompson
• Peter M. Wallis, PhD

For information on events and membership, visit the
WCS AWWA website: www.wcsawwa.net.

Save
the Date

AWWA Virtual Summit
September 23-24, 2020.

https://www.awwa.org/Events-Education/AWWA-VirtualSummit#10979252-program

2020 WCS AWWA AGM

September 30. Members will be emailed details.

AWWA REPORT
The American Water Works Association is an international, non-profit, scientific and educational
society dedicated to providing total water solutions assuring the effective management of water.

A Better world
through better water
I am excited and honoured to be the AWWA
Director for the next three years. I would like
to thank my predecessor, Paul Wobma, for
Jeff O’Driscoll, the great work, dedication and leadership in
his many roles serving WCS AWWA. Paul has
AWWA Director,
Western Canada
been a mentor and a friend, and has made a
Section AWWA
positive impact in advancing our profession.
As I assume this role, I reflect on the last
20 years of being an active member of AWWA. Through this
time, I have seen many positive changes in our profession led
by organizations such as AWWA and accomplished through
people dedicated to a better world through better water.
Looking forward, we face new and unexpected challenges,
demonstrating the value of organizations like AWWA.
Under normal circumstances, my report would share
stories of AWWA’s Annual Conference and Exhibition from
Orlando this past June, highlight the numerous technical
conferences, training and networking opportunities that fill
our calendar throughout the year, and invite you to meet
in Regina in September for the WCW Conference. Instead,
we have changed the way we communicate and support
water professionals. AWWA has focused on providing
leadership, expertise and support in preparing and reacting
to the COVID-19 crisis. Free webinar series on actions to
sustain operations, legal, financial, operational and training
implications, and return to service guidance were delivered.

Gavel passing
AWWA has continued to function as a strong organization. In
June, we ushered in a new AWWA President, Melissa Elliott, in
a virtual presidential gavel passing ceremony. We finalized a
new strategic plan and announced the AWWA Virtual Summit
scheduled for September 23-24. Summit participants will
connect virtually to exchange knowledge and collaborate during
this world-class event full of innovative and educational content.
I plan on registering and invite all AWWA and WCW members to
sign up and experience this exciting event.
I would like to thank Ryan Johnson, from Buffalo Pound
Water, for joining the WCS AWWA Board as the Memberat-Large for the AWWA Canadian Affairs Committee. Ryan’s
history with WCS AWWA will assist in planning and coordinating
the activities of AWWA across Canada. I would also like to
congratulate Max Wong, WCS AWWA Treasurer, for joining the
AWWA Finance Committee.
Please stay safe and we will find ways to meet in person again
once life is back to normal. In the meantime, I would like to thank
all of you for keeping the public safe through your actions and
dedication to safe water.

Keep your covers where
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www.clowcanada.com
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AWWOA REPORT
AWWOA is dedicated to providing the essentials in education, networking, promotion and ongoing support that
operators need to proudly supply Alberta Communities with safe drinking water and a protected environment.

Return to Classroom Training
The AWWOA has been hard at work over the past few months offering
alternative ways for operators to obtain CEUs and prepare for certification
exams. We worked closely with Western Canada Water to offer a series of
online webinars. Online training rates were also temporarily reduced by 50%.
The Association is continuing to source online webinar material, while also
Bert J. Miller,
preparing to return to the classroom this fall.
WCW Rep.
As we resume classroom training, attendees can expect to see reduced
classroom sizes, with masks and sanitizer made available. Students can also anticipate changes to food and beverage service.
Host training hotels will also be following safety precaution measures from the Alberta Hotel and Lodging Association.
To view all AWWOA and Hotel Safety Measures, visit www.awwoa.ca/training/COVID-19.

Save
the Date

3rd Annual Golf Tournament

Date: September 14, 2020
Location: Connaught Golf Club – Medicine Hat, AB
Details: With COVID-19 considerations in mind, golfers
will enjoy a day on the green, giveaways and the coveted
AWWOA Golf Tournament Trophy. Visit awwoa.ca for
more information.

3rd Annual Water Week Conference

Date: November 18-20, 2020
Location: Online or in person at DoubleTree by Hilton
Hotel – Edmonton, AB
Details: The AWWOA is currently exploring ways to deliver
the 3rd Annual Water Week event. It will likely involve
streaming and/or limited in-person attendance options in
line with Alberta Health recommendations. Stay tuned to awwoa.ca for more program details in
the near future.

Training
For a full list
of training
opportunities,
visit the AWWOA
website: https://
awwoa.ca/training

Small Water Systems Operations – 0.6 CEUs

Date: October 1, 2020
Location: Edmonton, AB

Level II Wastewater Treatment Cert. Prep. – 1.5 CEUs

Date: October 8 & 9, 2020
Location: Calgary, AB

Level III/IV Water Treatment Cert. Prep. – 1.2 CEUs
Date: October 15 & 16, 2020
Location: Edmonton, AB
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CWWA REPORT
CWWA is a non-profit national body representing the common interests of Canada’s public
sector municipal water and wastewater services and their private sector suppliers and partners.

We’re still hard at work!

Vicki
Campbell,
Western Canada
Water Director
for CWWA

This is the magazine issue where I would normally – and excitedly – discuss the CWWA conference, which would
have been held in November. While the conference won’t take place this year, CWWA has been hard at work
finding ways to provide important information and value-added services for our members. As a result, we have
held a number of webinars.
The topics of Security and Emergency Management (July 29); Drinking Water (August 26); and Infrastructure
Programs (September 16) were each tackled in these webinars, which included guest speakers and panel discussions
involving utility leaders.

Upcoming webinar
Feeling like you missed out? There is an upcoming webinar in October that you
should consider attending:
Date: October 21, 2020
Time: 1-3 p.m. Eastern time
Subject: Wastewater Regulations
Presenters: Sarah Radovan and Shirley Anne Smyth of Environment and Climate
Change (ECCC); Utility Leaders Panel
Moderator: Beth Weir
We look forward to hearing from the ECCC with updates on policy work related to the Wastewater Systems Effluent
Regulations, the Northern Regulatory Framework, and monitoring of chemicals in wastewater. Dr. Klas Ohman of Associated
Engineering will report on the ECCC’s work on Technology Inventory for Small Communities.
Beth Weir, from the York Region and Chair of CWWA’s Wastewater Committee will make a presentation on recent
amendments to the Canada Plumbing Code, and the implications this may have on water and wastewater utilities.

Three Ps

Further updates

In many communities, human behaviour throughout the
pandemic resulted in toilet paper shortages. As a result, there
was an increase in unsuitable items such as wipes and T-shirts
being flushed down the toilet and into sewer systems creating
blockages and causing breakdowns of equipment. Throughout
the spring, CWWA’s Robert Haller conducted several media
interviews to communicate the message that only the three Ps
should be flushed.
These events also highlighted the work of our Flushable
Wipes Group, which, along with the Municipal Enforcement
Sewer Use Group, sponsored research at Ryerson University to
look at the inability of wipes to breakdown in our systems. This
report verified that few products meet their advertised claim of
“flush-ability”.
Another study at Western University demonstrated that
few manufacturers even meet their own code of practice for
the labelling of products. These reports have led to a formal
complaint to the Canadian Competition Bureau calling for
$230 million in fines against wipes manufacturers.

Our technical committees have continued to work hard through
the pandemic and I’ll provide you with an update in the next
issue. It will be sad not seeing everyone this fall as we have
become accustomed to having our conferences, but we will
continue to work together and make the best of 2020!

Supplying North America with
Manitoba made water treatment
solutions for 61 years.

Our solutions:
• Liquid aluminum sulphate
• Dry aluminum sulphate
• Sulphuric acid
• Aqua ammonia
• Polyaluminum chloride

Helping you manage:
• Coagulation
• Phosphate removal
• pH control
• Trihalomethane reduction
• Environmental compliance

(204) 222-3276 border@borderchemical.com
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MWWA REPORT
The MWWA is dedicated to the protection of public health, environmental stewardship, sustainability and the advancement
of the water and wastewater profession through advocacy, education and training in the province of Manitoba.

MWWA Office Closes

Bill Brenner
MWWA Chair

Over the past year, the Board has been monitoring the operations of the MWWA office in Portage la Prairie. With the
many changes we have seen within our organization over the past few years, and most recently with the pandemic,
the need for a physical space for our operations has proven to be non-essential. The Board of Directors, at the
May 21, 2020 Board meeting, voted unanimously to forego the renewal of the lease for the Association’s current
office space. As of July 1, 2020, the office at #215 - 9 Saskatchewan Avenue W. in Portage is closed and Executive
Director Iva Last, will now manage the affairs of the Association from her home office.

2021 Conference
We are still holding out hope that we will be able to hold the
Annual Conference and Tradeshow from February 21-24, 2021 in
Winnipeg. The Board of Directors agreed to continue planning
for our Conference in hopes that public health rules will permit
larger gatherings by that time. The Board will review the
conference plans when we resume meetings in September.

Training

In-Class Training
The MWWA hopes to resume
in-class training this fall by ensuring
that proper physical distancing and
cleaning rules are met at all events.
Watch for emails and visit the website
for more information.

Online Training Options
COVID-19

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all of Manitoba’s
operators, and all operators across Canada, for their hard work
and commitment to their communities during this pandemic.
We hear a lot about frontline staff and all that they do in the
face of adversity, and we are indeed all grateful, but I think we
need to recognize that without staff showing up at water and
wastewater facilities every day across the country, the task of
managing the pandemic would be near-impossible. Thank you
all for the work you do!

Brett Knievel, CET
Business Development Manager

Insituform Technologies Limited
Unit 4, 8009 - 57th Street SE
Calgary, AB T2C 5K7
403.235.4769 / Office
403.589.2469 / Cell
844.589.2469 / Toll Free
888.733.0398 / Fax

bknievel@aegion.com | aegion.com
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We are currently working on a few
options to provide online training for
operators. Stay tuned to the website
and emails for more information as the
Education and Training Committee
work through it.

Please visit
https://www.mwwa.net/training
for more information.

Dedicated to excellence
in water resources and
municipal engineering.
kgsgroup.com

NTWWA REPORT
NTWWA is not-for-profit organization that supports the professional development of all personnel
engaged in the provision of water and sanitation services to the Northwest Territories and Nunavut public.

Greetings from the far north!

Greg Hamman
NTWWA Director

The midnight sun is in full effect North of 60
and with it, the planning for the 2021
conference. As a result of our early actions
with restrictions on travel, the NWT and
Nunavut have been COVID-19 free for months
and we are trying to keep it that way.

Yellowknife 2021
After the tough decision to cancel our 2020 conference in
Yellowknife, our board is hard at work trying to nail down
a time for the 2021 conference to ensure safe travel for all
our operators and industry professionals alike. Due to the
many remote communities that we service, dates have to be
carefully selected to account for historical weather trends
in the further regions. Ensuring safe drinking water during a
pandemic is of the utmost importance, and we are all eternally
grateful for the hard work that our operators and delivery
drivers have been putting in through the uncertain times. It is
important for the NTWWA to be ready to recognize all of our
essential services staff and to be able to reflect that gratitude
at our next event. Until the 2021 conference is held, the Board
will be taking the time to ensure the success of the event by
screening for the best possible technical presentations and
workshop courses for our operators.

The Mackenzie River serves as the water source for six communities in the
Northwest Territories.

Consulting Engineers

Specializing in
Municipal Infrastructure
Regional Infrastructure Planning and Studies
Water Supply, Treatment & Distribution
Wastewater Treatment & Pumping
Waterworks System Assessments
Stormwater Management
Roadways and Drainage
Land Development

| 200 - 302 Wellman Lane | Saskatoon, SK S7T 0J1 | www.bulleeconsulting.com |
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WCWEA REPORT
WCWEA seeks to preserve and enhance the water environment through the professional growth of our members.

Water and wastewater workers are essential
I would like to start off
by highlighting our
great appreciation
for the water and
wastewater industry
Matt Feige
members who continue
WCWEA Chair
to provide an essential
and often under-recognized service to
their communities. Your commitment
to providing clean water and facilitating
the safe management of wastewater and
stormwater is greatly appreciated as the
world navigates this pandemic.
The ongoing pandemic has highlighted
two points for me, which are directly
relevant to our industry:
• The need to be prepared. Not only do
we need to be prepared for your dayto-day operations, but we also have to
be able to adapt to a swift change in
demands while accounting for supply

shortages and workforce availability.
Long-term planning is a key part of our
industry, allowing us to keep up and even
move ahead during these troubled times.
• Education and more education.
Education of industry professionals and
further, disseminating that information
to the public in a safe and secure way
are key parts of our society. It has been
demonstrated several times over how
misinformation can be spread quickly
and can be more harmful than helpful.
Distributing accurate information to our
communities is the best way to avoid that.
As a Board, WCWEA strives to be an
integral part of our members’ preparation
and education by connecting Western
Canada to a wealth of WEF resources and
to connect our members to each other.
Our Board had planned seminars and
information sessions to connect operators,

owners, engineers, technicians, and
other professionals to the core issues in
the wastewater, biosolids and stormwater
fields in Western Canada.
We are exploring other options to
deliver programming through webinars
to maintain the CEU credits that were
anticipated. Please watch for our
e-newsletter in the coming months
for details. WEF has also postponed
or cancelled some in-person events,
but continues to deliver webinars and
other digital content daily. Our WCWEA
Board and the WCW Staff will continue
to work on behalf of our members to
connect local interests with national
and international resources. Please feel
free to reach out to any of our Board
members about how WCWEA and
WEF can serve and help you in your
professional development.

Call for Board Members
The WCWEA Board is currently looking for two new members to start in September 2020 in the following positions:
• Saskatchewan Trustee • WEF Delegate
Please reach out to any of the WCWEA Board members or WCW Staff if you are interested in one of the positions, or would like
further information.

WEF resources
WEFTEC is going virtual! WEF recently
announced that it will be delivering
the WEFTEC Conference & Exhibitor
Showcase online from October 5 to 9.
Registration is currently being accepted
online at: https://www.weftec.org/
attend/register/attendee-registration
and will continue right until the end of
the conference on October 9. See the
WEFTEC website for more information on
the conference, showcase and events.
WCWEA remains your connection to
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WEF resources in Western Canada. Did
you know that as a WEF member, you have
access to an immense variety of online
content and training opportunities? The
information on the site is applicable to all
water professionals, including operators,
designers, managers, and regulators.
This online content can provide valuable
resources in order to stay on the forefront
of technology. There are two dozen
webcasts a year on a variety of industry
topics, including air quality, biosolids,

collection systems and small communities,
which are all eligible for professional
development hours. The On-Demand
Wastewater Library has O&M-focused
information, which can be downloaded
and added into your staff training or
stored in your library. There are also online
courses available for more advanced
learning in a variety of topics. Most of
the information is available free to WEF
members from the website: www.wef.org/
resources/online-education.

LAST DROP
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A little foam and stench with your water?
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the issue during a press conference,
admitting that the engine used in
putting out the blaze had still been
inadvertently connected to a hydrant
and was using a lot more pressure than
would be typical. This added pressure
resulted in a backflow to the hydrant that
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would later make its way into the
homes of residents.
While the fire department heads
admitted that such an event should
never occur, they assured the public
that the foam is in no way toxic, and is
fully biodegradable.

Municipal/Civil
Environmental
• Water and Wastewater
Treatment
• Roads
• Drainage
• Solid Waste Disposal
• Land Development
•
•

ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE SINCE 1981

he Austin Fire Department
found itself in a bit of a sudsy
situation with the residents
of South Austin, Texas when,
what the department described as an
“overflow”, resulted in several homes
being served up foam with their water.
According to Stateman News Network,
not only was the water foamy, many
residents also reported a stench each
time they opened their taps.
The incident occurred after an
electrical fire had broken out at a South
Austin church. In the fire department’s
efforts to put out the blaze, firefighters
resorted to the use of Class A foam,
which is sometimes added to a water
stream to break down the surface
tension of the water so that it better
penetrates its target, according to the
KXAN NBC News affiliate.
While the use of Class A foam is
common in firefighting, what is less
common is its presence in household
water supplies. In taking responsibility
for the fragrant, foamy streams, Austin
Fire Chief Joel Baker and AFD Assistant
Chief Aaron Woolverton addressed

JR Cousin Consultants Ltd.
204 489 0474 • info@jrcc.ca • jrcc.ca
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Please support our ADVERTISERS. It is GOOD BUSINESS.

REACH OUR ADVERTISERS
COMPANY

PAGE

PHONE

WEBSITE

ACO Systems Ltd.

23

877-226-4255

www.acocan.ca

AECOM

48

204-477-5381

www.aecom.ca

ALS Global

47

306-668-8370

www.alsglobal.com

Andrews.engineer

59

613- 244-2000

www.andrews.engineer

Anthrafilter Media Ltd.

42

519-751-1080

www.anthrafilter.net

Aqua Data Atlantic

53

902-468-9447

www.aquadata.com

Assiniboine Injections Ltd.

57

204-248-2559

www.lagooncleaning.com

Associated Engineering Group Ltd.

32

604-293-1411

www.ae.ca

ATAP

71

306-244-8828

www.atap.ca
www.avensys.com

Avensys Solutions

6

403-266-1960

AWI (Anthratech Western Ltd.)

49

403-255-7377

www.awifilter.com

BCL Engineering Ltd.

67

306-477-2822

www.bcl-eng.ca

BI Pure Water Inc.

53

604-882-6650

www.bipurewater.com

Border Chemical Company Limited

65

204-222-3276

border@borderchemical.com

BowRio Water Technologies Inc.

57

604-592-2464

www.bowriowater.ca

Capital H2O Systems, Inc.

26

403-251-2438

www.capitalh2o.com

Catterall and Wright Consulting Engineers

25

306-343-7280

www.cwce.ca

Centre for Affordable Water and Sanitation Technology

51

403-243-3285

www.cawst.org

CLOW Canada

63

800-561-9931

www.clowcanada.com

Delco Water

31

306-244-6449

www.delcoautomation.com

Denso North America, Inc.

44

416-291-3435

www.densona.com

DWG Process Supply Ltd.

59

780-460-8433

www.dwg-process-supply.com

EJ

63

800-626-4653

www.ejco.com

Endress + Hauser Canada Ltd.

56

800-668-3199

www.ca.endress.com

Ford Meter Box Company

38

Franklin Miller

54

800-932-0599

www.franklinmiller.com

Harmsco Filtration Products

57

800-327-3248

www.harmsco.com

Hoskin Scientific Ltd.

58

800-663-3023

www.hoskin.ca

InfoSense, Inc.

27

877-747-3245

www.infosense.com

www.fordmeterbox.com

Insituform Technologies, Inc.

66

403-235-4769

www.insituform.com

Interprovincial Corrosion Control Company Ltd.

35

905-634-7751

www.rustrol.com

ISL Engineering and Land Services Ltd.

54

J&S Valve, Inc.

www.islengineering.com

22, OBC

281-324-3990

www.jandsvalve.com

J.R. Cousin Consultants

69

204-489-0474

www.jrcc.ca

KGS Group

66

306-757-9681

www.kgsgroup.com

Mequipco Ltd.

28

800-663-9035

www.mequipco.com

MTS Maintenance Tracking Systems Inc.

68

250-503-0893

www.mtsinc.ca

N.S. Pawliuk & Son Contracting Ltd.

7

877-479-4073

www.nspawliuk.com

NETZSCH Canada, Inc.

60

705-797-8426

www.pumps.netzsch.com

Nexom

36

888-426-8180

www.nexom.com

Nickel Institute

30

905-727-4615

www.nickelinstitute.org

Pan Dakota Dive Services

61

403-870-6699

www.pandakota.com

Red River Community College

IFC

204-632-3017

www.rrc.ca

Ron's Plumbing & Heating (1980) Ltd.

59

306-236-5625

RSA Protective Technologies, LLC

43

909-946-0964

www.rsaprotect.com

SEW Eurodrive

57

800-567-8039

www.sewcan.ca

Stantec Consulting

3

780-917-7000

www.stantec.com

Target Products Ltd.

59

800-575-0500

www.targetproducts.com

Tecumseth Group Inc.

46

416-571-4892

www.tecumseth.com

Terminal City Iron Works Ltd.

39

403-253-7348

www.terminalcity-acs.com

VEGA Instruments, Canada Ltd.

12

833-538-8342

www.vega.com

Waste'n WaterTech Ltd.

10

403-252-9056

www.watertech.ca

WD Industrial Group

25

204-896-1333

www.groupwd.com

WSP

9

Yukon College

4
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www.wspgroup.com
867-668-8792

www.yukoncollege.yk.ca/ywwop

TRUSTED.
RESPONSIVE.
FALL IS THE TIME FOR
WATER DISTRIBUTION
MAINTENANCE
Prepare now to complete the upkeep
of your essential components.
Neglect of these vital pieces can result
in water quality issues, non-compliance
and regulatory orders, system
breakdown, and liability due to
inoperable equipment.
ATAP can assist by providing:
Potable water reservoir
cleaning & assessment
Hydrant maintenance
and training
Unidirectional
flushing of mains
Pump service and
maintenance
Water main swabbing
System flow testing
Valve operation

ATAP assists municipalities, Indigenous
communities, and industry in upgrading,
operating & maintaining their water,
wastewater, and infrastructure through
training, troubleshooting, and field services.

Call (306) 244-8828 or visit
www.atap.ca for more information

MANUFACTURING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF
GATE VALVES IN THE INDUSTRY.

METAL SEATED SOLID WEDGE
AWWA C500

ROLLING DOUBLE DISC
AWWA C500

RESILIENT SEATED SOLID WEDGE
AWWA C509 & C515

AVAILABLE IN SIZES 2” TO 120”

DESIGNED FOR LONG SERVICE LIFE! LEARN MORE
ABOUT OUR GATE VALVES AT JANDSVALVE.COM

